Part III

F

T

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N P L A N

Section 4 provides the Countywide future land
use framework and descriptions of future land
uses applied to unincorporated areas of the
County. To express land use planning policies
specific to neighborhoods or areas surrounding
existing communities, four Sub-area plans are
found in Section 5.

R

A

The third and final Part of the Chaffee County
Comprehensive Plan provides the functional,
technical and visual tools for implementation.

D

Future Land Use planning is the fundamental
tool employed by the Comprehensive Plan
to express the community vision for growth
in 2020. The Future Land Use Maps (FLUMs)
provide a visual roadmap that reflects the
community’s vision for growth patterns
over the next ten years. Unlike the land use
code, the FLUM is not regulatory, but rather
provides a framework for where development
might or might not occur. As growth happens,
the future land use designations outline the
general character most preferred or idealized
by the public. They utilize an approach that
models conservation, growth and development
outcomes using parameters found evident in
the physical environment, existing trends and
qualitative notions that emerged from the public
and stakeholder input.
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Each Sub-area has Opportunity Sites to explore
ways certain parcels may offer development
or redevelopment capabilities, specifically
oriented toward supplying affordable housing.
Opportunity Sites were explored based on a
number of environmental and non-physical
factors such as proximity to existing utilities or
marketability. The Scenario Planning process and
outcomes are described in Section 6.
Finally, the Implementation Matrix (Sec. 7)
provides a list executable capital projects,
programs, or efforts to implement the Goals and
Strategies. The matrix assigns priority and an
organizational lead for a range of action-oriented
items.

4. Future Land Use
The future growth pattern of a community has
a major influence on mobility, quality of life,
environmental and fiscal sustainability, air and
water quality, community character, and social
interaction. The tool to back recommendations
on how this pattern unfolds is the Future Land
Use Map (FLUM). The FLUM envisions areas
of no change, and areas of infill and expansion
of suburban and urban growth considering the
following elements:

T

The FLUM envisions development on lands
near municipalities who are intended to be the
governing body for review and approval of the
land development, ultimately determining a use’s
appropriateness based on their approval processes,
capacity to service, and water rights available. The
county FLUM compiles all available information
to illustrate growth patterns consistent with
the community vision and shall partner with the
municipalities through IGAs and other coordination
to ensure regional development does not exceed
any governing bodies capability to provide services.

A

• Presence and capacity of existing
infrastructure (sewer/water) nearby.

The FLUM should have the capability to be
amended as appropriate when conditions in the
County change, by either the County itself or by
independent actors.

F

• Proximity to a municipality or planned growth
area.

FLUM, the goals and strategies of this plan and/or
other municipal comprehensive plan policies.

• Location on or near a major road or mobility
networks.

R

• Character and intensity of surrounding
development, including proposed
development.

D

• Location relative to major conservation areas
including wildlife habitat, high fire hazard
areas or scenic resources.
• The area’s environmental character.
• Real estate market conditions.

Parcels with future land use designations—unlike
zoning districts—may include parts of two or
more zoning districts, as the future land use
generally expresses the character of potential
development. The FLUM provides a roadmap for
implementing the County vision by revising the
land use code.
The use designations on the FLUM are
recommended, however, project or site specific
adaptations may be acceptable where there is
evidence of consistency with the intent of the

The FLUM envisions a roughly ten-year outcome,
however constraints due to water rights and
availability will likely be the driving factor in how
growth is absorbed inside and outside of municipal
boundaries. The FLUM does not suggest the
processes behind municipal review and approval
of new development and annexations will be
changed. The FLUM simply provides an informed
guidebook decision makers may use to nudge
development patterns in a way that better meets
the overarching theme of this comp plan which is
to grow where it makes the most sense in or near
existing communities.
FUTURE LAND USE MAPS CAN BE FOUND
BEGINNING ON PAGE 113.
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F U TURE LAND USE TABLE
Land Use
Designation

Description

Public Lands

Municipal, county, state or federally-controlled public lands and open space where no
change in land use is envisioned. Also intended for recreation or tourism-related land uses in
isolated nodes in the unincorporated county.

Rural/Agriculture

Intended for uses in areas distant from urban settings that contribute to the rural quality
of their surroundings. Generally uses are related to agriculture activities including light
mixed uses and facilities associated with the agricultural economy. Includes large acreages
of vacant, privately-owned space, which may be on steep slopes. Riverfront open space
is included in this category, as are certain trails. Includes floodplain protection, riverbank
stabilization, riparian habitat preservation, open space preservation, active and passive
parks, and trails. Can include farmsteads and large residential acreages.
Intended for lands in rural areas of the unincorporated county on parcels between 2 and

T

Rural Residential

20 acres in existing platted subdivisions. Accommodates low density residential uses with
activities that are consistent with the RUR zone district in the Chaffee County Land Use

F

Code. Generally designated for established residential neighborhoods where No Change
in Use is intended. Large developments in this future land use should reflect open space
conservation design practices such as clustered development.
Intended for low density residential uses on parcels near existing incorporated or

A

Suburban Residential

unincorporated communities or along major transportation corridors. This designation
may have associated uses that are consistent with the RES zone, and may accommodate

R

locally-serving commercial uses that offer amenities to the neighborhood such as small
format retail shops and home-occupied businesses. Intended for areas within intergovernmental agreements or service areas that are desired for annexation and where municipal

D

services may be extended in the future.
The intent is to promote residential or limited commercial development that protects the
area’s environmental assets, permits more open space, offers opportunities for future
change in density, and preserves farmland and the character of the community.

Mixed Residential

Designation is intended for areas of desired annexation adjacent to existing incorporated or
unincorporated communities or along major transportation corridors where higher densities
may be appropriate. Also located near existing public water/sanitation utilities. Envisioned
to accommodate denser housing development to combat sprawl. Institutional (e.g. schools,
public facilities) or appropriately-scaled commercial uses may be appropriate to provide
opportunities for walkable amenities.
Intended to accommodate a mix of housing types and provide opportunities for affordable
housing. This may include non-traditional subdivision design such as small homes on smaller
lots, where flexibility is provided by using an incentive-based density bonus system or
conservation subdivision design.
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Land Use
Designation

Description

Rural Commercial

Intended for diverse existing and future commercial areas that are integral to the region’s
economy such as business parks, flex offices or utilities.

Light Industrial

Intended to accommodate existing and future manufacturing areas where larger building
sizes and noxious activities are more appropriate, further from existing and potential
residential areas such as aviation-related activities.

Mixed Use Corridor

Future targeted growth designation to promote a mix of uses that are best served by
locations on major transportation corridors and near higher intensity activities where higher
densities may be appropriate to encouraging dense growth near existing communities.
Intended to promote job growth and economic development by preserving sites for
highway-dependent manufacturing and freight transportation.

T

Only located in areas that are within a intergovernmental agreement area within a
municipality’s three-mile planning jurisdiction, this is designated in community gateway
areas. Development in this future use should be consistent with municipal plans and

F

accommodated in intergovernmental agreements for extending infrastructure and services if
annexed. If NOT annexed, site, building and other standards should be consistent with those
property.
Rural Mixed Use

A

of the municipality to ensure compatibility when the appropriate time comes to annex the
Intended for future uses similar to that of MIxed Use Corridor but at lower intensities
more appropriate to the surrounding rural character. Envisioned to promote economic

R

development consistent with the existing recreation, agricultural or tourism-based economy
such as rafting companies, campgrounds or hospitality activities.
Mining Claim

Intended for tracts of land formerly used as mining claims as designated by the County
Assessor. Can accommodate limited backcountry habitats with approved facilities if

D

determined to not be detrimental to environmentally sensitive areas and not impactful to
water quality, particularly around rivers, streams or other surface waterways.

Open Space

Intended to preserve open space particularly in existing subdivisions or along existing or
proposed trail networks to expand county recreation and connectivity goals.

Other Land Use
Character Areas

Description

Future Economic

Focused area for future economic development land uses. Implemented through strategic

Activity Node

allocation of resources and projects that assist in the creation of new businesses or jobs.
This may include areas ideal for renewable resource infrastructure development, community
gateways, tourism-oriented commerce, new and emerging industries, or new planned mixed
use developments and may be considered for annexation into existing municipalities.

Opportunity Sites

Determined through community input and GIS infrastructure analysis, these are sites that
offer opportunities to meet this comprehensive plan’s goals and strategies through their future
development. Opportunity sites also provide for potential locations for affordable/workforce
housing developments since their locations meet many of the criteria for such projects.

Natural Resources
Overlay

A Natural Resource Overlay is an exploratory tool for the protection of riparian areas or
wildlife habitat in places subject to conflict between use intensity or growth pressure
and should be utilized in conjunction with conservation subdivision design standards.
DRAFT For Referral Only
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2020 Estimate

2030
Projection
(Base)

20,799

24,899

21,210

Housing
Units**

5,980

6,575

Employment

8,400

9,463

Population*

2030 Projection 2030 Projection
(Lower Bound)
(Upper Bound

Net Growth
(At Base
Projection)

Net Growth
(At High
Projection)

Est. Land
Required

28,588

4,100

7,789

–

5,456

7,695

596

1,715

1,260 to
3,677 Ac

8,532

10,394

1,063

1,994

70 to 150
Ac

*2020 figures are interpolated from 2000 to 2018 US Census estimates. Includes populations within municipalities
**Only includes units in the unincorporated county (US Census)

F

It is not the intent of the this comprehensive
plan to only consider the physical capacity of
the land for growth in the County, but rather
the implications of growth to the infrastructure
and character of the County. The public vision
is for orderly, efficient and sustainable growth in
appropriate locations in existing communities.
Several of the plan’s goals, however, are
implemented by providing opportunities for
certain land uses in the Future Land Use Maps.
Therefore, to gain a general assessment for the
amount of land needed to promote the public
vision, the Future Land Use Plan considers
historical growth figures to project potential
needs for residential, commercial or mixed
use buildings and activities. Due to the rapidly
changing demographics and fluctuating growth
rates, projecting future increases in population,
housing units and employment can paint an
uncertain picture of the future. The above table
projects growth to 2030 simply as an illustration
of how the County is growing.

the current land use framework (at densities of
0.5 dwelling units per acre), accommodating 600
housing units would occupy about 1,200 acres of
land if all growth was built in new subdivisions.
At higher urban densities (8 dwelling units per
acre) the amount of land consumed reduces to
about 75 acres.

T

Projecting Growth Rates for Future Land Use
Mapping

D

R

A

These figures potentially mean over 4,000 new
people will call Chaffee County home in the next
decade. Although this does include population
growth in the municipalities, many people will
likely be moving to housing developments
annexed from the County into towns and cities,
and therefore must be considered in the FLUM.

At the base forecast level, about 600 units
may be added to areas outside of existing
municipalities with that figure increasing to over
1,700 at the higher confidence bounds. Within
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Ten-year employment growth could add about
1,000 jobs to the County’s economy. According
to the same US Census dataset, 44% of current
workers worked in the Salida area and 28% of
workers were employed in the unincorporated
county. This indicates that growth in
job-generating land uses will be critical to meet
goals of Theme 6 in Part II of this plan. As such
the Future Land Use plan envisions opportunities
for job growth in mixed use and commercial
future land use designations including Mixed Use
Corridor, Industrial, or Rural Mixed Use Corridor.
Similar to growth in housing, many of these
commercial developments would be annexed
into municipalities.

COMMUNITY MAPPING INPUT

F

Mapping stations at
neighborhood meeting

a note for a playground from the Neighborhood
Meeting. One pin identified “neighborhood
commercial” as an appropriate land use in
Nathrop.

D

R

A

Buena Vista/Johnson Village: In general,
comments regarding the Buena Vista Sub-Area
aimed for “high density residential” on the
outside boundaries of Town, particularly in
vacant land to the south, within Johnson Village
and near Highway 24. Several comments
deeming parks or recreation land uses were
recorded near the eastern gateway entrance to
Johnson Village. Generally the public deemed
“agriculture”, “renewable energy”, or “recreation”
for non-subdivided lands outside the Town
currently used for agriculture.

T

The public was invited to comment on existing
and future land use conditions online through a
mapping tool, and in-person during Open Houses
and Neighborhood Meetings. Participants
placed pins on Sub-area map boards that were
color-coded by land uses deemed appropriate or
not appropriate.

Mid-Valley/Nathrop: Public mapping input on
land uses deemed appropriate or not appropriate
was received online, at the Nathrop and Buena
Vista Neighborhood Meetings and the Buena
Vista Drop-in event. Regarding the Nathrop area,
comments for appropriate land uses centered
on additional housing in the old townsite.
Comments included three pins for “low density
residential” on vacant parcels and three pins for
“high density housing” near Highway 285 and on
interior vacant parcels. Other comments included
four pins for open space, parks or recreational
facilities in the Nathrop townsite, which included

A segment of the public deemed no growth
was appropriate outside the immediate Nathrop
area, with comments left such as “Say no to
development” and “Keep the mid-valley rural”.
Several pins coded “agricultural” or “renewable
energy” were located in the farmland around the
unincorporated community.
Salida: Public mapping input on land uses
deemed appropriate or not appropriate was
received at the two Salida Open Houses, two
Neighborhood Meetings and the Salida Drop-in
event as well as through online platforms.
Evident was the desire to push density towards
the municipal boundaries instead of sprawl on
the open agricultural land. Pins coded “high
density residential” were placed along the
Rainbow Blvd/Highway 50 corridor and along
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T

Salida Drop-in

Neighborhood Meeting in

F

Nathrop

Poncha Springs/Maysville: Toward Poncha
Springs, map comments focused on enhancing
connectivity for the bicycle and pedestrian
network, including the need for directional
signage to major trail corridors such as the
Continental Divide Trail. A multi-use trail
extension from Poncha Springs to Maysville, and
better safety and signage from Poncha Springs
to Mears Junction were comments supporting
recreational cycling activities.

D

R

A

the southern gateway to the community along
Highway 50 towards Canon City. “Commercial
or industrial use” pins were also placed along the
Highway 50 corridor. This is congruent with the
community input from the Future 50 Re-Vision
plan where citizens “voiced more of a preference
for hotels, housing, mixed-use buildings, and
the adaptive reuse or repurposing of existing
buildings” (page 15, Future 50 Review Draft,
7/2019). South of the City of Salida, emphasis
was placed on preserving the sensitive riparian
and flood hazard areas along the South Arkansas
River.

West of Salida in the wedge-shaped area formed
by Highway 50, County Road 120 and the
western municipal boundary, the community
placed notations for preserving open space,
agriculture and connecting trails along the bench
and irrigation canals. These lands blend into the
Hutchinson Ranch, much of which is conserved
through land trust easements.
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Comments regarding Maysville included adding
traffic cameras through Colorado Department
of Transportation’s website at several locations
along Monarch Pass (Highway 50) to inform
drivers of current highway conditions. Historic
preservation, specifically of the old graveyard,
was also mentioned in Maysville.

Future Land Use
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Public Lands

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

T

Photo: S. Peterson

Objectives:

D

Photo: S. Peterson

R

A

F

Photo: S. Peterson

• Support multi-jurisdictional interests on the
conservation, protection and responsible use of
public lands.
• Balance recreational activities with high-value
scenic and ecological resources, including
sensitive wildlife habitat, riparian areas, scenic
byways and/or the wildland urban interface.
• Partner with the multiple jurisdictions involved
to continue to provide public access.
• Create a future land use framework for public
lands that protects backcountry areas with
privately-owned mining claims from hazards.

Photo: S. Peterson

General Character: Land uses are generally
related to supporting recreational activities,
the administration of public lands and access
to outdoor resources. In limited cases, mining
claims wholly surrounded by public lands have
been acquired by private owners and have
challenges associated with access, sanitation,
slope or other hazards, most important being the
risk of wildfire.
This future land use is accompanied with the
Backcountry future use overlay to further protect
private interests from such hazards.
Envisioned Density Range: Residential uses are
limited in Public Lands but may exist in mining
claims under specific circumstances.
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Rural/Agriculture

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

Objectives:

D

Photo: S. Peterson

R

A

F

T

Photo: S. Peterson

• Preserve the character of rural areas in
Chaffee County.
• Support the agricultural economy.
• Create opportunities for advancing agricultural
and sustainable farming practices.
General Character: Very low density residential
in character, with potential for on-site ancillary
uses that further the goals of this plan including
low-impact renewable energy production, uses
that facilitate the conservation of open space,
or limited manufacturing of agricultural products
that do not create visual or other impacts to the
surrounding rural environment.

Residential uses are generally associated with
large private landholdings or for housing related
the agricultural operation of the property,
and typically are rural parcels not in platted
subdivisions.
Envisioned Density Range: Less than 0.5
Dwelling Units/Acre*; Potential for accessory
dwelling units that support the operation of
agriculture or ranching, value-added agricultural
facilities, housing for workforce, or other
ancillary uses that support the operations of the
agricultural use.
*This is based on existing density of rural/
agricultural areas
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Open Space

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

T

Photo: S. Peterson

Objectives:

D

Photo: S. Peterson

R

A

F

Photo: S. Peterson

• Provide for additional open space in and
around existing or proposed development to
provide opportunities for active and passive
recreational space.
General Character: This future land use features
trails, outdoor event space, park features such
as benches or public restrooms, linear parks, and
bicycle facilities.
Envisioned Density Range: Residential uses are
not envisioned in Open Space future land use
designations. Concessions to support events or
public parks and recreation may be facilitated on
a case-by-case basis.
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Photo: S. Peterson

Rural Residential

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

Photo: S. Peterson
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F

T

Photo: S. Peterson

Objectives:

D

landchoices.org

• Provide opportunities for large-lot, low density
residential uses in appropriate locations.
• Manage appropriate land uses at the interface
between residential and agricultural uses.
• Promote the preservation of open space
through conservation subdivisions.
General Character: Primarily single family
residential houses on large rural lots; Typical
parcel sizes are upwards of 20 acres. Unlike
Residential Suburban future uses, the Rural
Residential category is found further from
municipalities are generally not intended to
receive municipal services.

Photo: S. Peterson

May support small-scale farming or ranching;
May support parks, trails and open space
facilities.
Envisioned Density Range: Less than 1 Dwelling
Unit/Acre*; Potential for accessory dwelling
units; Potential for increases in housing unit
density if developments or subdivisions include
conservation subdivision design standards to
conserve open space elsewhere on the site.
*This is based on existing density of rural/
agricultural areas
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Suburban Residential

T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

Objectives:

D

R

A

F

Photo: S. Peterson

• Maintain orderly and consistent growth
of existing neighborhoods in the County’s
municipalities or established unincorporated
communities.
• Provide a mix of housing to serve a range of
people and incomes, including the workforce,
the elderly, and families of various income
levels.
• Adhere to an orderly and efficient vision
that encourages denser growth near existing
communities and anticipates municipal annexation
through intergovernmental agreements.
General Character: Similar in character to
existing residential neighborhoods in Chaffee
County, but intends to support housing
110
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affordability goals by envisioning a range of
housing types, mixed by unit size, occupancy,
density and price. In limited cases, may
support small, locally-serving commercial in
appropriate areas that supports the immediate
neighborhood. Suburban Residential also supports
home-occupied businesses and accessory
dwelling units. Designated for areas that are on
public services in planned growth areas eventually
to be annexed into a municipality.
Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User
Community

Envisioned Density Range: 1 to 4 Dwelling Units/
Acre; Higher densities are contingent on bonuses
given to projects that incorporate affordable
housing into the development, and projects that
are located near amenities or activity centers.
Building heights between 1 and 3 stories.

Mixed Residential

T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

Objectives:

D

R
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F

Photo: S. Peterson

• Provide a mix of housing to serve a range of
people and incomes, including the workforce, the
elderly, and families of various income levels.
• Located near major transportation corridors,
activities and services such as schools, grocery
stores and employment nodes.
• Targets orderly and efficient growth patterns that
encourage denser development near existing
communities. Development here should not
strain the capacity of municipal roads, water,
sanitation or other utilities/services.
• Anticipates municipal annexation and servicing
through intergovernmental agreements.
• Promotes a jobs/housing land use balance by
creating opportunities for housing near places of
work.

Photo: S. Peterson

General Character: Buildings that accomplish
housing affordability and attainability goals by
envisioning a range of housing types, mixed
by unit size, occupancy, density and price.
May accommodate small-scale commercial in
appropriate areas that caters to neighbors and
does not compete with other commercial centers
in the County. Supports neighborhood-serving
parks, trails and open space facilities.
Envisioned Density Range: 4 to 16 Dwelling
Units/Acre; Higher densities are contingent
on bonuses given to projects that incorporate
affordable housing into the development, and
projects that are located near amenities or
activity centers. Building heights between 1 and
3 stories.
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Rural Mixed-Use

T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

Objectives:

D

R

A

F

Photo: S. Peterson

• Promote a mix of uses best served by
transportation corridors and near existing
agricultural activities
• Provide opportunities for low-density,
low-impact commercial uses that
accommodate rural businesses.
• Promote job growth and economic
development by preserving sites for
highway-oriented manufacturing and freight
transportation.
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Photo: S. Peterson

General Character: A mix of locally- and regionally-serving commercial activities including retail,
employment, and personal services that support
the local economy.
Envisioned Density Range: 0.5 to 2 Dwelling
Units/Acre. Higher densities are contingent on
bonuses given to incorporate affordable housing
into development. Building heights between 1
and 3 stories.

Rural Commercial

Objectives:

D
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T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

• Promote job growth and economic
development by expanding opportunities for
businesses that generate employment and
diversify Chaffee County’s economic base.
• Accommodate existing commercial in
unincorporated Chaffee County.

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User
Community

General Character
A mix of locally- and regionally-serving
commercial activities including business/
professional office parks, retail, sand and gravel
mining, and personal services that support the
local economy.

Envisioned Density Range: Residential uses
in mixed-use buildings are envisioned in
Commercial future land use designations if
they advance the goals of this comprehensive
plan. Envisioned at 2 to 16 Dwelling Units/
Acre when incorporated with commercial uses.
Higher densities are contingent on bonuses
given to incorporate affordable housing into
development. Building heights between 1 and 3
stories.
Development adjacent to residential areas should
offer buffers or smooth transitions in overall
building scale to soften the change between
unlike uses.
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Mixed-Use Corridor

Objectives:
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T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

• Promote a mix of uses best served by major
transportation corridors and near existing
higher intensity activities
• Adhere to a targeted, orderly and efficient
vision for growth that encourages denser
buildings near existing communities with
existing services and infrastructure.
• Target mixed-use and denser uses to areas
near existing communities
• Promote job growth and economic
development by locating sites for transportation-dependent offices, services and goods
delivery near major highway corridors.
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General Character: A mix of locally- and regionally-serving commercial activities including retail,
employment, and personal services that support
the local economy. Should be well-connected
to existing or proposed neighborhoods, schools
or other activity nodes with trails, pathways
and sidewalks. Mixed Use Corridor is located
very near existing municipalities and is intended
for near-term (2 to 5 years) annexation and
therefore should be designed to municipal
standards.
Envisioned Density Range: 2 to 16 Dwelling
Units/Acre; Higher densities are contingent
on bonuses given to projects that incorporate
affordable housing. Building heights are between
1 and 3 stories.

Light Industrial

Objectives:
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T

FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

• Support a sustainable economy centered on
clean energy, agriculture, and manufacturing
using renewable resources.
• Bolster existing businesses and manufacturing
uses that provide long-term jobs.
• Support business that may be large in scale and
character by locating them next to similar uses
and away from residential neighborhoods.
• Harbor opportunities for next-generation
industries that align with the economic and
environmental goals in this plan.

General Character: Typically buildings are used
for the singular purpose of light manufacturing
of goods or products including value-added
agricultural facilities. Large energy-generating
facilities such as geothermal plants may be
appropriate. Offices may exist within or near the
manufacturing activities.

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User
Community

Envisioned Density Range: Residential uses are
not envisioned in Light Industrial areas, however
limited housing that must be on-site to support
the workforce and the operation of the use may
be appropriate.
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Mining Claim

Objectives:
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FUTURE LAND USE & CHARACTER

• Provide for recreational opportunities on small
privately-owned parcels currently existing in or
surrounded by public lands.
• Allow for seasonal limited-access shelters that
do not contribute to wildland fire risk.
• Restrict insensitive buildings or uses from
proliferating in backcountry environments.
General Character: Should be limited to existing
cabins or shelters on private parcels that were
originally mining claims. Materials are envisioned
to be highly fire resistant and designed to be
able to withstand a fire or hazard event without
additional risk of human or environmental loss.
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Shelters or cabins blend into the natural
environment and are not intended for continued
habitation or expansion.
Envisioned Density Range: One shelter per
individual parcel.
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• Target areas or sites within the Opportunity
Zone (Census Tract 000401) to fast track
eligible projects in the northern half of the


County.
• Incentivize and recruit businesses that foster
opportunities for workers in Chaffee County to
further their economic growth.
• Pursue commercial activities that promote the
County’s identity as a leader in sustainable
development, environmental stewardship and
balanced
outdoor recreation.
285
Envisioned Economic Activities: Building
activities and land uses that meet the Goals and
Strategies of Theme 6 of this Comprehensive
Plan.
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Opportunity Sites

OTHER LAND USE CHARACTER AREAS
Existing Utilities

Proximity to Utilities

Water

Water

Sanitary

Sanitary
Utility buffer

Buena
Vista

Buena
Vista

24

24

285

Water
Sanitary
Utility buffer
Trails/buffers

R

A

Buena
Vista

24

D

Johnson
Village

285
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Water
Sanitary
Utility buffer
Buena Vista
Disc Golf Course

Trails/buffers
Amenities/2,000’ walkshed

River Park

Buena
Vista

Avery/Parsons
Elementary School

Dog Park

McPhelemy
Park
Library

Columbine Park

City Market

Potential parcels
Whitewater
Park

BV High School

24

Proximity analysis toJohnson
illustrate
Village opportunity
potential development
sites around Buena Vista.

285

Opportunity sites are parcels that—due to certain
criteria—offer a high likelihood for development
that could further the goals and strategies
of the Comprehensive Plan. Located in the
unincorporated county, these sites illustrate
locations where the County may focus resources
to catalyze surrounding development or build
specific land uses that have otherwise been
lacking, particularly affordable housing. Although
the County only proposes these as theoretical
opportunities in 2020, these sites communicate
to the development community and the public
locations in Chaffee County where partnerships
may be formed to cultivate the kind of buildings
the public would like to see.

285

Potential Parcels

F

285

Proximity to Trails

285

Johnson
Village

T

Johnson
Village

285

Objectives:

285

• This designation is given to public or private
parcels in the unincorporated county identified
through an infrastructure analysis.
• Potential sites for supplying affordable/
workforce housing since their locations meet
many of the criteria for such projects.
• Determined through community input and GIS
infrastructure analysis
• Offer opportunities to meet this
comprehensive plan’s goals and strategies
through their future development.
• Facilitated by public-private partnership
particularly in providing infrastructure.

Analysis and Criteria
Opportunity sites were initially analyzed based
on the following criteria:

• Within 500’ of trail network.
• In unincorporated Chaffee County.

A

• Within 2,000’ of employment nodes
(determined from US Census LEHD dataset).

F

• Within 2,000’ of amenities/activity nodes
(schools, parks, grocery stores, healthcare
institutions, cultural institutions) representing a
roughly 20-minute walking distance.

T

• Proximity to existing public infrastructure
(within 400’ of water, sanitary sewer, roads/
sidewalks, etc).

D

R

The sites were then evaluated based on property
ownership and feasibility of extending key
infrastructure, particularly public water and
sanitary lines to service the area as a part of the
infrastructure analysis.

Potential opportunity sites were incorporated
into future land use maps for the four sub-areas
and presented to the public at Open Houses
3 and 4. As part of Comprehensive Plan
implementation, these Opportunity Sites
symbol on the FLUM)
(indicated with the
are recommended for special design and
development standards that would supplement
standards identified in Article 2 of the Chaffee
County Land Use Code and would apply to major
new development that meets the intent of this
plan.
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Conservation Subdivisions

T

L A N D U S E C O D E R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Conservation subdivision site plan with same
number of lots on only 64% of the same site.

F

Conventional subdivision site plan with 55
home sites, each roughly on two-acre lots.

(Source: LandChoices, and Randall Arendt, “Conservation Design for Subdivisions”, Island Press, 1996

Land Use Code Revision Recommendations:

Objectives:

D

R

A

Background: Conservation Subdivisions, while
allowed and encouraged in Chaffee County, have
not been frequently utilized to the extent seen
in other communities. Several measures may be
taken to revise Article 5, Sec. 5.3 of the LUC to
encourage the open space and environmental
conservation while producing economically-feasible projects.

• Revise existing the Chaffee County Land
Use Code Sec. 5.3 to further promote
conservation or rural open space cluster
subdivisions in rural county areas.

120

1. Consider revising LUC and application process
to mandate a study of the property’s ecological
attributes during the design process to:
• Identify and avoid critical habitat of
endangered species.
• Locate the Wildland Urban Interface.
• Locate flood/fluvial or other hazard areas.
• Identify other sensitive or critical areas
as defined the Chaffee County Planning
Commission, County Commissioners or
other recommending bodies.

2. Enhance the pre-application process to ensure
subdivision design meets standards earlier in
the process.

• Revisit the process for initiating, reviewing and
providing criteria for approval of conservation
subdivisions so as to make the design process
more appealing than that for conventional
subdivisions.

3. Illustrate desired design standards in a
“Conservation Development Design Guideline”
book for distribution.

Applies To: New residential subdivisions in the
Agricultural, Rural Residential and Suburban
Residential FLUM categories.

5. Incorporate a post-development review
process to ensure standards have been met.

Chaffee County Comprehensive Plan

4. Increase or make flexible bonus lot allowances.

6. Provide accessible asset mapping for property
in the County available for the public.
SE E CO NSE RVATI O N SU B DI VI SO N D ES I G N
STANDAR DS O N PAG E 1 6 4 .

Land Use Overlays

OTHER LAND USE CHARACTER AREAS

O V E R L AY
Land use overlays are valuable for applying a
specific vision or desired land use guidance to an
area where unique conditions exist. In this case,
support was evident for maintaining views, river
health and natural resources in certain patches
or corridors.

• Establish new standards for site, landscape
and building design that are allow for
additional consideration for river setback,
access, views and general impact from new
development.
• Allow for approval of well-designed residential
projects in potentially high-growth areas
around the river by applying additional design
criteria and review processes.

F

A Land Use Overlay can be implemented through
a revision in the land use code to maintain,
protect, or where it is found necessary, develop
and restore the resources and benefits of riparian
areas or scenic areas. The revision must include
an impact analysis and thorough public review
and comment.

beauty for future generations. The Arkansas
River Overlay would intend to accomplish the
following through revisions to the County Land
Use Code:

T

N AT U R A L R E S O U R C E S

R

A

• Allow for flexibility while maintaining high
quality design.

D

See page 144 in the Salida Sub-area Plan in this
document for a map of the Future Land Uses and
general location of the Arkansas River Overlay.

Ar k a

sas

n

This must occur in a way that recognizes such
resources for their value in protection of water
supply and quality, fish and wildlife habitat,
water-dependent uses, recreation and economic
resources and for maintaining environmental
beauty and significance.

• Perform an exploratory study to determine
baseline conditions to create a map of overlay
area parcels.

291

ver
Ri

Arkansas River Overlay
Purpose: To implement a tool and maintain a map
of Chaffee County that allows for preliminary
identification and preservation of areas sensitive
to development along the Arkansas River.
This comprehensive planning process determined
a desire from the community to create a
framework for implementing a land use overlay
for the Arkansas River in the areas surrounding
Salida to protect and conserve its natural

Salida
50

50

Potential location for Arkansas
River Overlay Zone (green line)
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LAND USE POLICIES AND
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
The following recommendations should apply
to all new subdivisions and developments in
unincorporated Chaffee County. The following
regulations and policies should be considered
when updating the County Land Use Code
and Subdivision Regulations, and have been
formulated from public input and consultation of
best practices.

• Establish or revise intergovernmental
agreements that maintain consistency in
Intergovernmental Agreement (IGAs) around
cities and towns and promote orderly and
efficient growth. To promote growth near and
within communities, the JPA plans should
encourage density and require annexation.
• Consider small-format central water and
sewer systems to allow for rural multifamily
development.
• Allow mixed-use to include more diversity—i.e.
small cafes on the river in appropriate places in
Mixed Residential or Mixed Use Corridor future
land use designations.

T

C O U N T Y- W I D E F U T U R E

• Plan access to transportation into new
developments. Add trails, transit shelters,
bicycle storing facilities, and bike racks.

• Explore the feasibility of creating a dedicated
Affordable Housing Fund funded from various
sources including per-square-foot fees on
residential projects (see), or linkage fees on
non-residential projects. Look at data and case
studies to determine what type of funding
source to explore.

• Revise the County’s opt-in status in the
transfer of title (TOT) ordinance as per
Regulation 43 for information-gathering
purposes to ensure on-site wastewater
treatment systems are not contributing to
public health or environmental impacts.

F

• Consider an inclusionary housing ordinance
combined with targeted housing areas that
complements those in the municipalities and
requires a percentage of every new subdivision
developed be affordable, with a fee-in-lieu
option to be earmarked for affordable housing
projects and programs.

D

R

A

• Require that developments build roads to the
County standards within municipal planning
areas.

• Explore alternative impact fees and methods
of implementation that could also support
affordable housing.
• Applications for building permits within the
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) should be
required to perform fire mitigation and meet
the minimum standards set by the Wildfire
Mitigation Plan.
• Comply with all recommendations of the
Community Wildfire Protection Plan.
• Partner to revise HOA legislation to allow
in-home childcare.
• Limit size of structures in the REC zone or
select backcountry areas where mining claims
are abundant.
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Chaffee County has adopted most opt-in
criteria with the exception of TUT inspections,
restricting existing pit privies (requiring
upgrades), and requiring STA inspection ports.
The addition of requiring STA inspection
ports would add to additional cost of the STA
construction; however, may assist homeowners
in monitoring any sort of solids accumulation.
This would help predict and monitor STAs to
prevent catastrophic failure (sewage back-up).
• Adopt the International Energy Code (Note:
Chaffee County is currently updating from the
2007 Code that is currently adopted)

F

Buena
Vista

T

5. Sub-area Plans

D

R

A

Mid-Valley/
Nathrop

N

0

2.5

5

7.5

Poncha
Springs/Maysville

Salida

10 Mi

County Sub-areas

Sub-area planning is a framework for guiding
development that is specific to the qualities
of a particular geographic area. In addition to
County-wide policies and recommendations,
Sub-area plans introduce a list of projects, land
use maps, opportunity sites and implementation
measures for the four Sub-areas:
•
•
•
•

Buena Vista
Mid-Arkansas Valley/Nathrop
Salida
Poncha Springs/Maysville

Sub-area projects, maps and land use policies
generally apply to unincorporated areas outside
municipal boundaries where it is critical that
inter-jurisdictional coordination occurs to
guide development that meets the sub-area’s
community vision.
To gauge a Sub-area’s existing conditions,
opportunities and challenges, extensive
public input occurred in each community—as
summarized in Part IV.
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Methodology

FOCUS AREA MASTER
PLANNING
Similar to Sub-area plans, Focus Area Master
Planning is intended to explore long-term
physical and infrastructural improvements for a
specific area or site. Focus Areas have unique
conditions validating a need for further study.
Reasons for identifying Focus Areas include:

F

The municipalities provided a starting point from
which to establish study areas. In the Buena
Vista, Salida and Poncha Springs Sub-areas,
the 3-mile Planning Areas were included, and
boundaries were drawn based on continuity
between land uses. In the Mid-Valley Sub-area,
Nathrop served as the starting point, and other
major subdivisions were included in the Sub-area
boundaries. Public lands generally are considered
to be stable and in most cases changes in
publicly-owned land are not envisioned to occur.

Population estimates, unless otherwise noted,
were sourced from US Census American
Community Survey estimates. Employment
figures were sourced from US Census
Longitudinal Employment-Housing Dynamics.

T

Neighborhood Meetings provided a venue
for individuals to voice opinions on the type
and pace of growth, mobility issues, economic
opportunities or threats, sustainability, wildfire,
housing and the general identity and character of
their neighborhood. At least one Neighborhood
Meeting was held in each Sub-area community at
a central location.

R

A

• Possibility and anticipation of change.

D

Sub-areas are non-regulatory and do not take
the place of intergovernmental agreements,
rather they support the overall future land use
framework by offering specific growth plans.
24

285

Johnson
Village
Nathrop

• Underutilized property or land uses.
• Need for improved public infrastructure,
access, facilities or other physical
improvements.
• Development or catalyst project opportunities.
• Identification of a site/area by other
jurisdictions.
Focus Area Master Plans should be completed
in the future to create goals and action items
intended to improve each site. The following
Focus Areas were identified for future planning:
• Johnson Village
• Nathrop Townsite

285

• Salida South “County Enclave” (a county island
wholly surrounded by the City of Salida)
50

Fairgrounds

Maysville
Townsite

Focus Areas
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291

County
Enclave

HWY 50
Corridor

50

• Highway 50 Corridor between Salida and
Poncha Springs
• County Fairgrounds
• Maysville Townsite

Buena Vista

D

R

A

F

T

SUB-AREA

VISION & CHAR ACTER
• The Buena Vista Sub-area has experienced
and embraced an evolving identity, ranging
from mining to music.

healthy lifestyles, businesspeople are attracted
to the Buena Vista area’s recreational economy
and ease of access.

• This historical charm and instant access to
the Arkansas River will continue to attract
curious and active travelers coming for a
weekend or staying for a lifetime. Continued
support of the area’s significant rafting
community and culture will pave the way for a
vibrant economic future.

• As the main gateway to Chaffee County from
the Front Range, this Sub-area benefits from
steady vehicle traffic that supports highwayoriented businesses, balanced by alternative
mobility options including an extensive trail
system connecting rural areas to the town
center.

• Leveraging the Town’s diverse and growing
economy, new businesses reflect the
community’s values of sustainability and

• The Buena Vista Sub-area—through logical
growth in places like Johnson Village—can
promote community goals of supplying
affordable housing by envisioning a mix of unit
types at the right size and in the right places.
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SUMMARY OF NEIGHBORHOOD
MEETINGS
Buena Vista Neighborhood Meeting

F

Johnson Village Neighborhood Meeting

R

A

Many residents believed that Buena Vista hasn’t
fully shaped into who it wants to be, indicating
that there is room to define their identity as
a community. Meeting attendees were proud
of how open-hearted and open-minded their
community is, and how it has a unique historical
presence without the look of a “classic town.”
One resident stated that Buena Vista is the
“Gateway to the outdoors - the community is
based on people being outside.”

Attendees made the connection between
housing and jobs, and spoke of how businesses
are unable to retain employees due to the
shortage of affordable rental properties. Most
meeting attendees agreed that they wanted
to continue to be environmental stewards and
hoped that pursuing businesses in the green
economy will bring attractive, higher-paying jobs
to the County.

T

The main topics discussed at the Buena Vista
Neighborhood Meeting were the Town’s role in
the County, mobility, housing and growth.

housing and creating incentives in the Town to
get developers to build affordable housing and
annex into Town.

D

The mobility discussion primarily focused on
non-vehicle transportation options; many
residents voiced concern that the County has
not been proactive in pursuing bike lanes, and
that they desired more sidewalks in BV.

Cost of housing was the main issue of concern
for the residents of Buena Vista, who have seen
the negative impacts of housing unaffordability
affect them and their neighbors. Many residents
at the meeting believed that density is the key to
affordable housing and viewed The Farm as an
example to be replicated. A few action items that
residents referenced were enacting restrictions
on short-term vacation rentals, the purchase
of County and Town land for deed-restricted
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The main topics discussed at the Johnson Village
Neighborhood Meeting focused on community
identity, water infrastructure capacity, and
annexation.
Residents of Johnson Village understand the
important role it plays as one of the three main
gateways into the County, and acknowledge
that historically they have been an overlooked,
pass-through community. While some meeting
attendees said they would like the convenience
of having restaurants and a grocery store in
the Village, others were less concerned with
the drive to Buena Vista for these amenities.
Residents were concerned with the availability
and capacity of water infrastructure, and how
businesses are leaving the area due to water
access issues. When the potential to annex into
Buena Vista was brought up, residents were
skeptical but saw the potential benefit of having

better access to water. Growth in the County has
created traffic issues coming through Johnson
Village on Highway 285, especially in summer
months. With increased traffic, one resident
stated “We need visibility - proper signage is key
to support commercial growth.”

EXISTING CONDITIONS

F

• The Buena Vista Sub-area has an estimated
population of 6,333 - with 3,613 people
living in unincorporated Chaffee County and
2,720 in the Town of Buena Vista.

• These subdivisions have many unbuilt parcels,
indicating they will continue to add housing
units without the approval of any new
subdivisions. Among the area’s subdivisions,
approximately 310 lots are vacant and
available in subdivisions like Game Trail.
Although many of these lots are “holding”
parcels purchased by an adjoining landowner
to maintain as vacant lots, such parcels could
potentially supply additional housing without
consuming more open land.

T

Population

• Existing subdivisions already occupy much of
the Sub-area’s land, and will remain in place
as low-density residential land uses. These
older subdivisions exhibit a very suburban
pattern of development that consumes land
less efficiently than what was desired in the
public vision, which in 2020 is to promote
development near community centers and
corridors.

Jobs

R

A

• According State Demographer’s numbers,
the population of the Town of Buena Vista is
expected to surpass 3,000 people in 2020.

D

• The Buena Vista Sub-area had an estimated
1,999 jobs in 2017, with 1,659 of those
being in the Town of Buena Vista, and
about 24 of the total in Johnson Village.
The unincorporated area around the Town
(including Johnson Village) had 316 jobs in
2017.

• According to geographic data from the US
Census, many of these jobs in the County are
found in rural subdivisions, indicating many
people work out of their homes.
Land Use and Development Patterns
• Growth has been affected by public lands and
conservation areas established in decades
past. As a result, the overall amount of
available land for future growth is limited
when one considers sensitive areas (e.g.
wildlife habitat, fire hazard areas).

• The Buena Vista Three-Mile Plan designates
10 Areas of Desired Growth (ADG) where
future growth is desired, but that are outside
of the Municipal Services Area (MSA) where
the Town can currently provide water.
• The Three-Mile Plan provides future growth
policies for new development, annexation
and provision of infrastructure in these areas.
The Future Land Use Map is congruent with
these recommendations in its vision for future
growth, and anticipates development in the
Residential Mixed future land use district to
be annexed into the Town, and developed to
the Town of Buena Vista standards for access
and infrastructure.
• Based on approved land use and building
permit records for the last 10 years, much of
the residential development in and around
the community has been in existing platted
subdivisions, in new subdivisions or within the
Town limits. Approximately 210 permits were
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issued in the unincorporated County of the
Buena Vista Sub-area from 2009 to 2019, of
which 94% were residential (see Buena Vista
Sub-area: Patterns of Development map on
the following pages). Estimates for permits
inside the Town are 169 total residential
permits between 2018 and 2019 (source:
Town of Buena Vista).

• Additionally, watering landscapes and lawns
in the summer creates a huge demand on
the water supply. Reducing this type of
high-maintenance outdoor space through
redevelopment and zoning modifications may
aid the health of the overall water supply.

Sanitation

F

• In the Buena Vista Sub-area, the average
parcel size is just over five acres. In the Town
of Buena Vista, the average parcel size is
1.5 acres, while in the unincorporated area
surrounding it, the average parcel size is
9.8 acres. Excluding some larger commercial
parcels, the average in-town residential lot
size in downtown Buena Vista is 2,500 square
feet (0.057 acres), which is significantly
smaller than the County’s average lot size
(16.8 acres).

T

Physical Character

• The only area of concern for natural growth is
to the north of the existing water district. Due
to elevations increasing in this direction, water
pressure within the system will fall below
operational standards without the addition of
a booster pump.

Recreation

R

A

• The Buena Vista Sanitation District (BVSD)
provides sanitary sewer services to those
properties within the District limits and to the
unincorporated community of Johnson Village
through the Intergovernmental Agreement
with Chaffee County.

D

• The Buena Vista Sub-area has an estimated
7.8 miles of trails managed by the Town of
Buena Vista and four fishing access points.
There are four campgrounds located in the
Sub-area.

EXISTING INFR ASTRUCTURE &
C APACIT Y FO R G ROW TH
Water
• The Buena Vista water system currently
contains one source, which provides up to
1.5 million gallons per day (MGD) of potable
water. It is anticipated that a portion of the
existing service lines will need to be modified
to meet the demands of new, higher-density
users.
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• The District limits include all of the properties
within the Town of Buena Vista, as well as
the Buena Vista Correctional Complex and
a number of individual parcels, which were
accepted into the BVSD, but did not annex
into the Town.
• The BVSD also accepts septage collected from
area septic systems, at a rate not to exceed
5,000 gallons per day (gpd). The infrastructure
of this system consists of approximately 25
miles of public sewer pipe, ranging from 8
inches to 21 inches in diameter.
• According to 2019 collection data, the plant
is currently operating near 35% in the winter
and 75% in the summer. This facility is rated
to treat up to 1.5 million gallons per day
(MGD). This permit will expire in October
2020, and the renewal may be subject to new
terms and conditions, which are expected to
be issued before the end of 2024.

FUTURE LAND USE MAP

acres in Rural Residential or Agricultural future
land use areas.
• Vehicle and pedestrian connectivity enhancements
from the BV Three-Mile Plan and ongoing update
to regional transportation master planning are
illustrated on the FLUM as dashed red (road) and
green (ped) lines in areas that such projects would
intersect with the FLUM districts.

T

Johnson Village Focus Area
This Focus Area is identified for future master
planning due to long-term public infrastructure
issues. Water is supplied by the Town of Buena
Vista’s municipal system and will eventually be
inadequate for future commercial or residential
growth. A master plan for Johnson Village should
be completed to study in full the potential for
incorporation, annexation into the Town, or creation
of a special district that could financially support
infrastructure system expansion.

F

The Future Land Use Map (FLUM) for the Buena
Vista Sub-area provides a vision for public
and private growth in unincorporated Chaffee
County. The FLUM was largely informed by the
Buena Vista Three-Mile Plan and Buena Vista
Comprehensive Plan and corresponding Planning
Areas, by other plans and studies, by existing
physical conditions, and from direct community
input from comments made on maps at drop-in
events, open houses and neighborhood meetings
as well as on Together.ChaffeeCounty.org.

A

Elements of the FLUM include:

D

R

• Mixed Use Corridor future uses along
community gateways and key corridors
for economic development. This includes
Highways 24 and 285. Intended to support
existing commercial uses (e.g rafting
companies, auto shops) located on the
highways. Provides opportunities for a mix of
new commercial businesses but limited in size
to encourage commercial growth within the
Town.
• Establishes limited Rural Mixed-Use future
uses for Highway 285 and 24 corridors north
and south of Town where surrounding land
uses are rural in character.
• Generally no change in use for state and
federal-owned lands, except where noted in
the Buena Vista Three-Mile Plan for purposes
of land exchanges.

• Establishes Mixed Residential future uses
for lands within the Town of Buena Vista’s
Planning Areas where future development and
annexation into the municipality is desired.
• Generally no change in use for existing
residential subdivisions with lots under 20

A desire emerged to establish Johnson Village as
more than a pass-through, the FLUM reflects the
intent to create a “Village” in Johnson Village. This
means promoting “Main Street” Johnson Village by
establishing a streetscape with complete sidewalks,
street trees, lighting and signage. Incorporation
should be strongly considered to avoid negatively
impacting Buena Vista sales tax revenue and budget.
With existing growth in neighborhoods like Casa
Del Rio, enhancing pedestrian and bike connectivity
to Buena Vista is key to plan implementation. Safe
pedestrian crossings of Highway 285 must occur
should new residential development occur in Johnson
Village.
Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area include:
DRAFT For Referral Only
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Opportunity Sites
Through the infrastructure analysis several catalyst
sites were identified based on:

• Feasibility of annexation into Buena Vista.
• Feasibility of incorporation.
• Availability of water rights.
• Cost/benefits of improving municipal water
infrastructure to serve Johnson Village.

• Infrastructure and financial viability of
connecting to municipal water and sewer
systems.

• Economic development incentives through
Opportunity Zone program.

• Within a 20 minute walk to amenities (schools,
parks, recreation facilities, health care, libraries,
museums/cultural institutions).

• Further enhance Johnson Village as a gateway
to the county.

• Existing plans to extend municipal or public
infrastructure to/through the area.
• Recent development occurring nearby.

F

Future Economic Activity Node: With high traffic
and visibility, Johnson Village offers opportunities
for future commercial catering to the recreation
and tourism economy by creating jobs in
hospitality. Highway 285 through Johnson
Village is envisioned to be a Future Economic
Activity node, building on existing and proposed
development which includes two new food and
beverage establishments both of which re-used
existing buildings.

• Proximity to the trail network.

T

• Location of new transportation infrastructure
for safer vehicle and pedestrian mobility.

• Stakeholder/staff interviews

D

R

A

• Physical site constraints.

The Future Economic Activity Node in Johnson
Village is intended to promote the following
uses:
• Hotel.
• Food and beverage.
• Renewable energy facility.
• Travel centers and convenience stores.
• Recreational businesses.
• Designated campgrounds.
• Retail commercial.
• Affordable and workforce housing.
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SUB-AREA SPECIFIC POLICIES
• Create a taxing model similar to Jefferson
County that sustains open space, trails and
maintenance.
• Promote the production of local food and
provide resources for small-scale agriculture.
• Plan for and incentivize the development
of spaces for youth that promote healthy
socialization.
• Ensure all development includes designed
inclusive green space and/or parks.
• Working with Buena Vista’s Water Resource
Master Plan and this plan’s Infrastructure Study,
estimated the feasibility of expanding water
service.

SUB-ARE A SPECIFIC PROJECTS
Projects came from stakeholder and community
input, and review of existing plans and studies,
including the Buena Vista Three-Mile Plan. Many
of these projects implement goals related to
enhancing the pedestrian mobility network.

Buena Vista Sub-area Projects

Votes

1

Significant affordable housing project in the Sub-area

17

2

Study the execution/prioritization of improving the sanitary system in Johnson Village to
comply with Buena Vista Sanitation District standards (refer to the Infrastructure Study)

4

3

Bring people and vitality to Johnson Village by zoning land for commercial and recreational

2

uses, facilitate appropriate growth as it relates to the capacity of infrastructure
4

Collaborate with the Town of Buena Vista to identify water resources safety risk for

1

Cottonwood Creek
5

Identify and convert one or both of the junk yards in Johnson Village to a project for public

1

benefit
6

Install proper signage in Johnson Village and SH 24 North that signifies the gateway into the
County and wayfinding to the County’s assets
Create a Johnson Village Master Plan to set long-term neighborhood strategies for

T

7

infrastructure, connectivity and land use

Engage with the Town on an alluvial water storage study and project for Cottonwood Creek

F

8

A

to ensure coordination in the long-term management of water supply in the area

Buena Vista Sub-area Transportation Projects

Votes

Work with CDOT on the following projects in order of prioritization:
Construct a paved bike path at Crossman Avenue

14

2

Improve the intersection at US 24 and DePaul Avenue

5

3

Construct a bike/ped path from Johnson Village to Browns Canyon Monument with safe

4

D

R

1

highway crossing
4

(Current project underway) - Collaborate with all project stakeholders to improve the
intersection at US 24 and Steele Drive

5

Improve pedestrian crossings along Highway 285

6

Make US 285 through Johnson Village into more of a main street/entryway with pedestrian

1

amenities like sidewalks and highway crossings
Work with the Town of Buena Vista on the following projects:
7

Connect the subdivisions outside Buena Vista’s boundaries with roads (referring to the Buena 3
Vista Transportation & Three Mile Plan and prioritize connectivity)

8

Collaborate with project stakeholders (CDOT, RR, etc.) on the improvement of intersection at
US 24 and Steele Drive

1

9

Continue the paved bike trail along Gregg Drive (CR 321) through the County past the
municipal boundary

1

10 Construct a road connecting Gregg Drive and CR 306 at CR 361

1
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B U E N A V I S TA : Existing Land Use
Residential Vacant (platted, unbuilt)
Residential Medium Density (multi-family)
Residential Low Density (>2 acre lots)
Residential Suburban (2-5 acre lots)
Residential Rural (<5 acre lots)
Mobile Home
Commercial
Commercial / Industrial Vacant
Rural Commercial
Institution
Industrial
Agriculture / Open Space
Open Space (dedicated)
Recreation
Mining Claim
Public Land
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B U E N A V I S TA S U B - A R E A :
Future Land Use Map
Rural/Agricultural, No Change
Rural Commercial
Mixed Use Rural
Mixed Use Corridor
Mixed Residential
Open Space
Public Lands
Rural Residential
Suburban Residential
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Rural Mixed Use Corridor
Industrial
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Conservation Area
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Note: Areas with no color are designated as No Change in Use.
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Mid-Valley|Nathrop
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T

SUB-AREA

VISION & CHAR ACTER
• The Mid-Valley and Nathrop areas exhibit
the visual characteristics of the County that
attract folks to this area: vast open spaces, a
tight-knit small town culture, and neighbors
that know each other, whether seasonal
visitors or year-round residents.
• Here you’ll find working landscapes with a
long legacy of farming and ranching, clean
air and water, and abundant access to the
surrounding recreational amenities.
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• Old and new developments are designed to
“fit” in the landscape rather than overwhelm
it, by preserving view corridors and clustering
houses so as to leave as much of the valley
bottom open while still encouraging the right
size and type of development.

MEETING
The main topics discussed at the Nathrop
Neighborhood Meeting were community identity,
protection of ranchland and open space, and
commercial development.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Population
• The Mid-Valley Sub-area had an estimated
population of 3,309 in 2017. Population is
geographically centered toward the main
County Road corridors and in Nathrop.
Jobs

F

The residents of Nathrop and the Mid-Valley
area agreed that they love the rural character of
their neighborhoods and take pride in the sense
that they are a refuge area from more developed
areas of the County. One resident stated “I love
that you can drive by where my house is, not
blink, and still miss it.” Another resident pointed
out that the stretch from Nathrop to Centerville
is the prime example of what rural character
means Arkansas Valley.

were less concerned about the drives to Salida
or Buena Vista for those amenities.

T

SUMMARY OF NEIGHBORHOOD

R

A

• The Mid-Valley Sub-area had an estimated
221 jobs in 2017. The largest employer in
this area is Mount Princeton Hot Springs, with
employment fluctuating seasonally.

D

Meeting attendees voiced their fear of
development pressure in their community,
particularly concerning the agricultural lands
owned by a few remaining ranchers. The
discussion between the ranchers and their
neighbors focused on how to balance community
objectives with the private property rights of
residents whose families have been a part of
Chaffee County for over 100 years. Another
community goal discussed was environmental
and river protection, particularly the sale and
purchase of mining rights.
Some meeting attendees recognized that
Nathrop is one of the last areas in the County
that is considered by the public to be affordable
to buy property or homes for families, but there
are very few amenities for families like a place to
buy food, a playground, or a gas station. Others

Land Use and Development Patterns
• The Mid-Valley/Nathrop Sub-area represents
the open space and rural character that the
public desires to maintain in land use and
activity.
• In the past 10 years, growth has occurred
around very large ranches, many of which
have been owned by families for multiple
generations. As a result, the overall amount
of available land for future growth is limited
considering privately-held ranches and
sensitive areas (e.g. wildlife habitat, fire hazard
areas). However, this land is not necessarily
protected in perpetuity by conservation
easements, agricultural covenants, or similar
controls.
• Some older rural subdivisions have many
unbuilt parcels, indicating they will continue
to add housing units without the approval
of any new subdivisions. Among the area’s
subdivisions, approximately 261 lots are
vacant and could potentially have a house
built on them in subdivisions like Mesa
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Antero. Many of these lots may be held by
neighboring parcel owners for later in order to
maintain adjacent open space.
Physical Character
• The average parcel size in the Mid-Valley
Sub-area is 11.4 acres, the largest average
size among the four Sub-areas.

T

A

R

C APACIT Y FO R G ROW TH

D

• The Mid-Valley Sub-area is served by
community water systems, as there is no
municipal water available.

• Nathrop has a transient, non-community
water system which serves Chateau Chaparral
and parts of the Nathrop Townsite. Chateau
Chaparral has a minor wastewater treatment
facility, which is rated for 12,100 gallons
per day (gpd) and is listed as a significantly
non-compliant WWTF according to the EPA
Echo Database. Violations include failing to
apply for a discharge permit renewal, failing
to submit daily monitoring reports (DMRs),
exceedances of five-day biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD5), and an exceedance of total
dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations.
• Mount Princeton Hot Springs is served by a
non-transient, non-community water system.
The Mount Princeton Hot Springs minor
wastewater treatment facility is rated for
0.0936 MGD, and is currently in compliance.
138

Specifically in Nathrop, growth is paced by the
availability of public utilities. The current pace of
development generally meets the community’s
needs in 2020, as Nathrop is considered
rural in character with limited rationale for
residential growth due to it’s distance from
amenities and services. However, lower land
values and land availability has spurred recent
construction of new low-income housing, and
infrastructure could be improved to further
supply affordable housing in Nathrop. Major
infrastructure improvements would be required
to build additional housing at a very high cost.
Connecting to the BVSD wastewater treatment
plant, for example, would require a four-mile
sanitary line extension with several lift stations.

F

• The Mid-Valley Sub-area has an estimated 3.6
miles of trails and one campground. There are
three fishing access areas on the Arkansas and
Chalk Creek.

Water

• The Mid-Valley Sub-area is not part of a
sanitation district and is primarily served
by on-site wastewater treatment systems
(OWTSs), also known as septic systems and
leach fields.
Future Infrastructure Planning

Recreation

EXISTING INFR ASTRUCTURE &

Sanitation

Chaffee County Comprehensive Plan

Another high-cost option is to establish a
special district to eventually provide an internal
network of infrastructure and improve existing
wastewater treatment systems to move away
from on-site septic and individual wells, which
may pose public health risks in the future.
Updated long-range planning for the County
Landfill site near Centerville is warranted, as the
site’s current use as a landfill may be evaluated
for enhanced facility upgrades or another use
entirely.

Elements of the Mid-Valley FLUM include:

Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area should include:
• Exploration of a Townsite Overlay to support
creation of a water/wastewater system in
anticipation of growth.

R

A

• Establishes Rural Mixed-Use future uses
along the Highway 285 corridor by Nathrop
for economic development. This use is
intended to supporting existing recreational
uses such as rafting companies.

Nathrop Townsite Focus Area

F

The Future Land Use Map (FLUM) for the
Mid-Valley/Nathrop Sub-area provides a vision
for public and private growth in unincorporated
Chaffee County. The FLUM was largely informed
by comments from other plans and studies, by
existing physical conditions, and from direct
community input from comments received at the
Neighborhood Meeting at Chateau Chaparral, on
maps at drop-in events, open houses as well as
on the project website.

along Highway 285 may be possible and is
envisioned through the Future Economic Activity
node designation. Only small-scale neighborhood-serving commercial, similar to the general
store that once existed in Nathrop, may be
desired to provide amenities to the community
in an effort to reduce vehicle trips up or down
valley.

T

FUTURE LAND USE MAP

• Generally no change in use for state and
federally-owned lands.

D

• Focuses on small-scale neighborhood growth
in Nathrop by envisioning tiers of residential
future uses. Based on existing Commercial
and Residential zoning along Highway 285,
Mixed Residential future uses transition to
Suburban Residential and .

• Generally no change in use for existing
residential subdivisions with lots under 20
acres in Rural Residential or Agricultural/Open
Space future land use areas.
Future Economic Activity Node: The Nathrop
townsite has seen minimal change despite much
of the highway lands being designated COM in
the County’s zoning code, however significant
commercial development is not envisioned
due to the desires of the neighborhood and
more importantly the lack of infrastructure to
support development. Modest future commercial

• Alternatives analysis for creation of a special
district to provide infrastructure.
• Feasibility of incorporation.
• Supply of affordable housing.
Chalk Creek/Mt. Princeton Hot Springs Area
Future Land Use
Residents from this area generally desired to
see the existing residential land uses maintained
and no significant further subdivision of Rural/
Agriculture or Rural Residential lands. The
economic strength of the region is centered on
the resorts which benefit from the abundance
of natural hot springs. As a keystone to the
County’s economic health, the future land use
map supports the planned future of resort
commercial uses.
A Scenic Resource Overlay is envisioned along
portions of the Highway 285 Scenic Byway
and stretches of Chalk Creek Road through
DRAFT For Referral Only
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Mid-Valley Sub-area Projects

Votes

1

4

Work with the residents of Nathrop to develop a Community Master Plan for Nathrop (refer
to Infrastructure Study)

2

Begin master planning for a comprehensive water/wastewater system to mitigate quality
issues and promote community amenities

2

3

Significant affordable housing project in the Sub-area

2

4

Develop something like the old “Nathrop Mall” - a small market (like the general store at St
Elmo) in the old townsite to provide easy access to food in the Mid-Valley Sub-area

5

Construct a park and playground in Nathrop

6

Construct bike lanes in Nathrop and various subdivisions in the Mid-Valley area

T

Mid-Valley Sub-area Transportation Projects

Votes

Work with CDOT on the following projects in order of priority:

Ensure that Cogan’s Curve is on CDOT’s list of prioritized improvement projects

2

Construct a public trail and bridge from Nathrop to Browns Canyon National Monument

F

1

A

County Road Project Prioritization

Improve County Road 162 from US 285 to Mount Princeton

4

Construct bike lanes in Nathrop and various subdivisions in the Mid-Valley area

R

3

D

rural areas between the hot springs resorts and
Nathrop. Further study of the scenic resources is
recommended to establish development review
standards that may be implemented through a
land use code revision or other ordinance.
The Mid-Valley Future Economic Activity Node
and Opportunity Site designations are intended
to promote the following uses:
• Small, neighborhood-serving commercial/food
and beverage
• Existing recreational businesses (i.e. rafting
companies)
• Affordable and workforce housing

SUB-AREA SPECIFIC POLICIES
• Review the County’s existing Dark Skies
standards for their apllicability and efficacy.
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5
1

1

• Zone areas in the Nathrop Township for
mixed-use commercial projects
• Create protections for historic properties in
Nathrop

SUB-ARE A SPECIFIC PROJECTS
In the Mid-Valley Sub-area, major projects
involve improving infrastructure and providing
modest amenities to serve the seasonal and
permanent neighbors in the Mid-Valley. Further
community planning and a detailed study of
utility improvements is recommended prior
to approval of any significant growth in this
Sub-area.
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M I D -VA L L E Y S U B - A R E A :
Future Land Use Map
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Salida
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SUB-AREA

VISION & CHAR ACTER
• The Salida Sub-area, surrounding the
largest municipality in the County and the
County Seat, attracts and balances a higher
percentage of growth and development than
other areas.
• Its major thoroughfares efficiently and safely
bring people to town in all forms of transport,
including a well-connected system of trails
that allow one to ride a bike from the Main
Street to the mountaintop.

• A diverse mix of places to live and work within
and outside of town coupled with a milder
climate than found elsewhere, the Salida
community thrives year round.
• Cultural identity is strong in this Sub-area,
from its historic ranches and rural art studios
to energetic sporting events and a busy
restaurant scene.
• Salida, being the County Seat, is at the center
of Chaffee County’s administrative and
governing activity.
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SUMMARY OF OPEN HOUSE #2
The main topics discussed at Open House #2
held in Salida were affordable housing, trail
connectivity, open space and ranches, health and
childcare, watershed health and sustainability.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Population

T

• The Salida Sub-area has an estimated
population of 7,284 — with 1,719 people
living in unincorporated Chaffee County and
5,565 living in the City of Salida.

F

Jobs

• The Salida Sub-area has an estimated 4,020
jobs. The City of Salida is home to 3,511
jobs and Smeltertown 27 jobs, while the
unincorporated area surrounding the City has
482 jobs.

D

R

A

The residents of Salida value their walkable
downtown with local businesses and a focus
on the river. They are a self-proclaimed
“lifestyle community,” and are known for their
friendly people and recreational assets. They
want to continue to be a city with a vibrant
local economy and fear the effects that short
term rentals and big box stores will have on
the community’s character. The severe lack
of affordable housing and rapidly increasing
home values were a major concern discussed at
the meeting, as well as the effect these issues
have on retaining a local workforce. Residents
expressed a desire to continue the pedestrian-oriented grid network of downtown into the
Highway 50 corridor, which is now auto-centric
and dangerous to cross as a pedestrian. Trail
connectivity within and outside of the City was
important to many meeting attendees.

over the impacts of growth on the health of
the watershed and the desire to incorporate
sustainability in planning were expressed.

Many residents stated “keep the city areas city,
and the rural areas rural”, which appeared to be
agreed upon by the greater Salida community.
People were interested in ways to preserve
ranch lands while protecting the private property
rights of ranchers. Meeting attendees were also
concerned about the lack of healthcare services
in the County like mental and behavioral health,
assisted living and childcare. Finally, concern
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Land Use and Development Patterns
• Development surrounding the City of
Salida is affected by the County’s two main
waterways—the Arkansas and South Arkansas
Rivers. Floodplain, wildlife corridors and steep
slopes to the south and east of the City have
pushed much of the residential subdivision
in unincorporated areas to the bench above
Salida near the airport and along the Highway
50 and 285 corridors.
• Some subdivisions have unbuilt parcels,
indicating they will continue to add housing
units without the approval of any new
subdivisions. Among the area’s unincorporated
subdivisions, approximately 102 lots are
vacant and available.
• Approximately 98 permits were issued in
the unincorporated County of the Salida
Sub-area from 2009 to 2019 (see Salida

Sub-area: Patterns of Development map on
the following pages).

combined production capacity is 5.3 million
gallons per day (MGD).

• Open space immediately to the west of
Salida has remained undeveloped, either
through conservation easements or because
wetlands or other physical constraints made
subdivisions more costly to service than lands
with municipal services.

• Current usage is at approximately 50% of
production capacity in the summer (highest
usage), with an average demand of roughly 1.5
MGD throughout the course of the year.

• Community trails traverse this area and
public input regarded this as highly valued for
preservation of open space.

• The Salida Sewer System provides service
within the City of Salida and the Town of
Poncha Springs municipal boundaries. The
intergovernmental agreement between the
Town and the City states that the transmission
line along Highway 50 must be maintained
and upgraded so that it does not become a
limiting factor to the growth or development
of the Town of Poncha Springs.

T

F

Physical Character

Sanitation

R

Recreation

A

• The estimated average parcel size in the
Salida Sub-area is 2.5 acres, while in the City
of Salida it’s 0.73 acres. In the unincorporated
area surrounding the City, the average parcel
size is 8.4 acres.

D

• The Salida Sub-area has an estimated 14.3
miles of trails and two campgrounds. There
are two fishing access areas on the Arkansas
River.

EXISTING INFR ASTRUCTURE &
C APACIT Y FO R G ROW TH
Water
• The City of Salida provides potable water
service to all of its residents, as well as several
in the surrounding unincorporated areas. In
total, there are approximately 2,500 taps in
operation.
• There are three sources in the Salida system:
two infiltration galleries and a surface intake
from the South Arkansas River. The current

• The wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) also
accepts the waste that is pumped from private
septic systems, known as septage, from a
number of collection companies that operate
in Chaffee and surrounding counties.
• In total, the plant treats an average 0.61
million gallons per day (MGD). Approximately
10% of this is collected from the Town
of Poncha Springs, another 30% is from
commercial properties in Salida, and the
remainder is residential (via public sewer or
septage).
• The infrastructure of this system consists
of approximately 45 miles of public sewer
pipe, ranging from 8 inches to 30 inches in
diameter. This facility is rated to treat up to
2.7 million gallons per day (MGD). Given the
2014-2018 collection data, the plant typically
operates around 25% capacity and has
reached approximately 50% capacity during
the summer, when outdoor watering and
tourist populations are at their highest.
(See Existing and Proposed Utilities Map on
following pages)
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP

Elements of the Salida FLUM include:

D

T

F

R

• Mixed Use Corridor along the community
gateways and key corridors to accommodate
economic development goals. This includes
Highways 50, 285 and State Highway 291.
This use is intended to support existing
commercial uses located on the highways in
business and industrial parks with COM or
IND county zoning.

*Note: The City of Salida routinely updates
capacity plans for water and wastewater
systems and have designated a Municipal
Services Area for lands surrounding the
City that have potential for annexation and
servicing based on these studies. This plan
acknowledges that boundary (see Salida
Future Land Use Map page 151 for these
location) and envisions a build-out pattern
that will occur in tandem with additional study
of the municipal systems and their capacity.
• Industrial future uses near and surrounding
the Harriet Alexander Field Airport to
accommodate aviation-related future growth
in businesses or facilities that require larger
parcels.
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• Tiered residential uses including Mixed
Residential on lands within the Intergovernmental Agreement Area (particularly
west of the municipal boundaries) where
future development and annexation into
the municipality is desired and where
existing infrastructure is in place or planned
for expansion. Suburban Residential
uses surround Mixed Residential uses
and represent the next tier and phase of
residential growth.
• Generally no change in use for existing
residential subdivisions with lots under 20
acres in Rural Residential or Agricultural future
land use areas.

A

The Salida Sub-area Future Land Use Map
(FLUM) charts a roughly 10-year vision for
growth in unincorporated Chaffee County,
with a focus on major corridors within the
three-mile area. The FLUM was informed by the
Salida Comprehensive Plan, Intergovernmental
Agreement and corresponding planning and
service areas, by the sanitary system build-out
analysis, by existing physical conditions, and
from direct conversations from planning staff/
administration and from comments made on
maps at events and on the project website.

• Rural Commercial uses near and surrounding
the business and industrial park south of State
Highway 291.

• Connectivity enhancements are illustrated
where they intersect with FLU designations
with green being paths/trail enhancements,
and red being road connections or
improvements (sourced from County Trails
Master Plan, 2019 Salida Joint Planning Map
and ongoing transportation studies).
Arkansas River Land Use Overlay
Recognized as a heavily used river corridor
through the community of Salida during
intergovernmental worksessions, the Arkansas
River in the unincorporated area immediately
adjacent to the City limits is recommended for
an protective overlay to ensure the use, access
and natural features of the river are preserved.
This is to occur in the implementation of this
Plan and can be found as an Action Step in the
Implementation Matrix. Revisions to the land
use code to create such an overlay district may
include:

• Additional design and site planning guidelines
intended to preserve open space and river
views.
• Include requirements for new development
within the overlay area to perform an analysis
of conditions, including identification of all
wetlands or other sensitive areas.

County Enclave Focus Area

• Floodplain mitigation.

SUB-AREA SPECIFIC POLICIES
• Every new development should include road
and trail easements to connect to other
developments - such as between County
roads 120,140 & 160.
• Explore regulation of short term rentals to
ensure a balance of full-time residences with
residences for lodging purposes.
• Explore ways to change the tax structure to
allow for the collection of residential property
taxes

A

• Work with City of Salida and other
organizations to create a common vision and
use plan for the river corridor.

• Opportunities for gateway features.

F

• Require improvements be completed along
the river corridor to be financially feasible with
resources secured for future maintenance.

• Feasibility of supplying affordable housing.

T

• Establish or revise streamside setbacks (e.g. a
100-foot building or facility setback distance)
for residential, commercial and industrial uses.

D

R

This roughly 30-acre focus area is a wholly-surrounded by the City of Salida and is located at
the southern gateway to the City at the junction
of US Highway 50 and State Route 291. Further
master planning is warranted here due to the
strategic location for commercial use and due to
the adjacency to the Vandeveer Ranch master
planned development. A future master plan of
this area should anticipate of annexation in the
municipality.

Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area should include:

SUB-ARE A SPECIFIC PROJECTS
Projects were determined through community
input from both public and stakeholders, and
from review of existing plans and studies,
including the Salida Comprehensive Plan. Many
of these projects implement goals related to
enhancing the mobility network, particularly
non-vehicle connectivity from County areas
to the Town. These are intended to support
and coordinate with plans that are already
in existence or in production for multimodal
projects.

• Ensure future land use consistency with City.
• Evaluate infrastructure provision to potential
development in anticipation of annexation.
• Alignment of new rights-of-way including
trail and pathway connections as proposed in
future transportation plans.
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Salida Sub-area Projects

Voting

1

6

Significant affordable housing project in the Sub-area (CIty of Salida)

Salida Sub-area Transportation Projects

Voting

Work with CDOT on the following projects in order of prioritization:
Work with both CDOT and the CIty of Salida to complete projects and plans outlined in the
Future 50 Highway Plan

2

Completion and implementation of Corridor Plan; Intersection control evaluation of US 50/
SH 291 intersection

F

T

1

Monarch Spur Trail Improvements

D

R

3

A

Work with the City of Salida on the following projects:
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SALIDA SUBAREA:
Pattern of Development, 2009-2019
Building Permits 2009 to 2012
Building Permits 2013 to 2016
Building Permits 2017 to 2019
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S A L I D A : Existing Land Use
Residential Vacant (platted, unbuilt)
Residential Low Density (>2 acre lots)
Residential Suburban (2-5 acre lots)



Residential Rural (<5 acre lots)
Mobile Home
Commercial
Commercial / Industrial Vacant
Rural Commercial
Institution
Industrial
Agriculture / Open Space
Open Space (dedicated)
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SALIDA SUB-AREA:
Future Land Use Map
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SALIDA SUB-AREA:
Existing & Proposed Utilities
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Poncha Springs|Maysville

D

R

A

F

T

SUB-AREA

VISION & CHAR ACTER
• Uniquely nestled at the base of high mountain
peaks, Poncha Springs and Maysville celebrate
their small-town character and offer a variety
of landscapes from open working ranches to
rocky cliff faces.

• Old and new developments provide a balance
of commercial and residential growth to create
walkable neighborhoods and remain a family
and business-friendly community.

• Poncha Springs continues to be a welcoming
and physically diverse community that is a
safe and affordable place to live and work as it
grows and changes.
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MEETINGS
Poncha Springs Neighborhood Meeting
The main issues raised at the Poncha Springs
Neighborhood Meeting were connectivity,
growth, commercial development, town identity
and economic vitality.

F

The connectivity discussion was centered
around the intersection of Highways 285 and
50. Poncha Residents recognize that being at a
major crossroad in the County has disadvantages,
like traffic congestion and the difficulty of
non-vehicle highway crossings. However, the
Town benefits from the access and visibility from
these 2 major highways. Residents stated they
would like a safe way for pedestrians to cross
the highways, like a signaled crosswalk. The
highways physically divide the neighborhoods of
Poncha, which has made it difficult to integrate
or create a cohesive identity.

Skiing is an important facet of the town’s
identity, and meeting attendees saw this as a
market opportunity to for a hotel to capture
skiers who would drive through Poncha to
Salida for lodging. This could enhance the
Town’s economic vitality, which would benefit
from an industry that retains long-term jobs.
One resident stated “Poncha Springs is an
escape from Salida and its congestion — but it
comparably lacks tourism appeal and the missing
commercial development has created an identity
confusion due to the lack of a “downtown” area.”

T

SUMMARY OF NEIGHBORHOOD

Maysville Neighborhood Meeting

D

R

A

The main topics discussed at the Maysville
Neighborhood Meeting were community
character, recreational assets, short-term rentals,
commercial development and traffic.

Residents and Town Staff both acknowledged
that Poncha has embraced growth, while other
communities within the County have less
available land and infrastructure to accommodate
larger residential developments. The lack of
commercial development has prevented Poncha
Springs from having a town center, and residents
expressed the need for a place to gather with
their community members, as Town Hall is
currently the only option. Residents stated they
would like more small businesses where they can
interact with other locals.
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An almost exclusively residential area, a meeting
attendee described Maysville as “A community
hub for surrounding areas.” Residents at the
Maysville Neighborhood meeting value the small,
historic, rural, feel of their community, while also
appreciating their proximity to municipalities.
One resident stated “we have all of the perks
of living in a suburb minus the location.” People
were concerned that the lakes owned by the
local utility provider—historically a recreational
amenity for locals—may be sold for water
rights. Meeting attendees would like improved
regulation and enforcement of short-term rentals
as they cause water shortages for residents
and they don’t provide as much benefit to the
community since Maysville does not collect taxes

• Other large land holdings such as portions
of the Hutchinson Ranch near Poncha
Springs have conservation easements which
push growth elsewhere. Over all, there are
about 984 acres of land under conservation
easements in this Sub-area.
• The Town of Poncha Springs has annexed
lands in recent years to accommodate
municipal growth and extension of services.
As such, much of the recent development
activity and building permit activity has
occurred within the Town’s boundaries.

F

Maysville community members are proud of the
community-driven effort to preserve the School
House, which serves as a landmark. Residents in
attendance seemed to share the notion that they
did not want commercial activities developed in
their residential neighborhoods. Concerns about
traffic, highway crossings, dirt road maintenance
and signage were also discussed at the meeting.

is rich in wildlife diversity and provides habitat
for native species. As such, the river corridor
has several conservation easements that will
preserve the land for agricultural uses or open
space.

T

on them. People would like to see cellular phone
service and broadband expanded and improved.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

A

Population

Jobs

R

• The Poncha Springs Sub-area has an
estimated population of 2,282 - with 1,487
people living in unincorporated Chaffee and
795 living in the Town of Poncha Springs.

D

• The Poncha Springs Sub-area has an
estimated 463 jobs, 364 of those in the
Town of Poncha Springs and 99 in the
unincorporated County.
Land Use and Development Patterns
• Historically, development patterns in this
Sub-area have been affected by conservation
areas and public lands. Public lands include
the San Isabel National Forest, federal BLM
lands, Colorado State Land Board lands,
Chaffee County lands (fairgrounds) and Town
of Poncha Springs-owned lands, mostly south
of the Town.
• The South Arkansas River is a scenic riparian
corridor running through the sub-area, which

• About 310 building permits have been
issued in the last 10 years in the sub-area for
residential or commercial construction. About
61% of those (190 permits) were within or
immediately adjacent to the Poncha Springs
municipal boundary, many of those within new
subdivisions such as Little River Ranch and
Quarry Station.
• Rural subdivisions have seen additional
development activity, particularly in the last
five years in subdivisions such as Cameron
Meadows Estates, Eagle Moon Ranch and
Weldon Creek Subdivision. Average parcel size
for these developments was approximately
6.5 acres.
Physical Character
• The average parcel size in the Poncha
Springs Sub-area is 8.1 acres; in the Town
of Poncha Springs it’s 3.2 acres and in the
unincorporated area surrounding the Town,
the average is 14.3 acres.
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Sanitation

• The S. Arkansas River corridor is a long-term
target for conservation and many easements
already exist or are planned by town.
Likewise river trails and fishing accesses exist
or are planned along the river. The FLUM
identifies areas where proposed trails will
further connect the town to public lands
and National Forest access. A regional trail
system that will connect Maysville to Poncha
Springs and Salida is in the planning stages
and has support from various community
organizations. Poncha Pass is a popular hill
climb for road cyclists. Additionally, there are
two campgrounds in Maysville.

• The Salida Sewer System serves all properties
contained within the City of Salida and the
Town of Poncha Springs municipal boundaries.
The intergovernmental agreement between
the Town and the City states that the
transmission line along Highway 50 must be
maintained and upgraded so that it does not
become a limiting factor to the growth or
development of the Town of Poncha Springs.

T

Recreation

F

• The wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) also
accepts the waste that is pumped from private
septic systems, known as septage, from a
number of collection companies that operate
in Chaffee and surrounding counties.
• In total, the plant treats an average 0.61
million gallons per day (MGD). Approximately
10% of this is collected from the Town
of Poncha Springs, another 30% is from
commercial properties in Salida, and the
remainder is residential (via public sewer or
septage).

A

EXISTING INFR ASTRUCTURE &

Water

R

C APACIT Y FO R G ROW TH

D

• The Town of Poncha Springs provides potable
water to its nearly 1,000 customers. Any
property interested in connecting to public
water must be annexed into the Town if it is
not already located within those boundaries.
• The Town currently has 6 wells. The total
current production capacity is 0.63 million
gallons per day (MGD).
• Once treated, the potable water is stored in
one of three tanks across Town. The total
storage capacity is 0.66 million gallons (MG),
which is adequate to meet required fire flows.
The overall distribution system is currently
contained within a single pressure zone. It is
anticipated that any further expansion to the
system would require booster pumps and/or
pressure-reducing valves (PRVs), which would
create a multi-zoned system.
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• This facility is rated to treat up to 2.7 million
gallons per day (MGD). Given the 2014-2018
collection data, the plant typically operates
around 25% capacity and will stretch to 50%
capacity during the summer, when outdoor
watering and tourist populations are at their
highest.
(See Existing and Proposed Utilities Map on
following page)

FUTURE LAND USE MAP
Elements of the Poncha Springs/ FLUM include:
• Mixed Use Corridor along the community
entrances on Highway 50. This use is intended

• Expansion of uses/facilities supporting County
fair activities
Highway 50 Corridor Focus Area
The stretch of Highway 50 between Poncha
Springs and Salida has been the subject of much
discussion before and during the comprehensive
planning process. With impending growth
questions were raised over the most appropriate
and logical land use pattern for this multi-jurisdictional transportation route.

F

• Tiered residential uses including Mixed
Residential future uses for lands within
the Intergovernmental agreement areas
(particularly east of the municipal boundaries)
where future development and annexation
into the municipality is desired and where
existing infrastructure is in place or planned
for expansion. Suburban Residential
uses surround Mixed Residential uses
and represent the next tier and phase of
residential growth.

• Opportunities for future public facilities
needed county-wide, including schools or
recreation facilities.

T

to support existing commercial uses located
on the highways in business and industrial
parks with commercially zoned County lands
and to support limited economic development
and new business development that does not
detract from the town center.

Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area should include:

A

R

• No change in use for existing residential
subdivisions with lots under 20 acres in Rural
Residential or Agricultural future land use
areas.

• Directing commercial growth to the highway
that will not detract from the town center.
• Establishing safe pedestrian and vehicle
routes, accesses and crossings.

This Focus Area was identified for additional
master planning because of its proximity to the
Town, proposed and existing growth, pathway
network, size and public ownership. Whatever
future use of this 60-acre parcel has many
desired outcomes, and additional planning
should determine how this land could be used
in the public’s best interest, while offering
opportunities for economic development that
benefits both Town and County.

• Promote a distinction between rural and urban
uses that emphasize community gateways to
both Poncha Springs and Salida.

D

County Fairgrounds Focus Area

Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area should include:
• Affordable housing opportunities.
• Alignment of new rights-of-way.

Maysville Townsite Focus Area
Maysville was once an established town with
small parcels squeezed in to accommodate
the 19th Century denizens of Chaffee County.
Today it is home to many people who enjoy
the peaceful location and access to outdoors.
Infrastructure issues have led to this Focus Area
being identified for further master planning,
as any additional growth will require a level
of investment that a small unincorporated
community cannot shoulder on their own.
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Poncha Springs/Maysville Sub-area Projects

Voting

1

Referencing the future Trails Master Plan, utilize Conservation Subdivision Design
standards and other means to preserve areas by the river for potential trail development

1

2

Maintain access to recreational opportunities along the river in Maysville to allow for
continued recreational use

3

Team to perform studies that explore solutions to rural water supply issues around
Maysville

4

Significant affordable housing project in the Sub-area

Poncha Springs Sub-area Transportation Projects

Voting

Work with CDOT on the following projects in order of prioritization:
Ensure that improvements to the intersection of SH 285 and US 50 is on the CDOT priority
list

3

2

Improve US HWY 50 pedestrian crossings prioritizing intersections where existing and future
housing exist (for example, US 50 & CR 120)

2

3

Enhance the bicycle experience of the Continental Divide Cycling Route - Highway 285

3

F

T

1

Explore paths to construction of a multi-use path between Poncha Springs and Maysville

R

4

A

along Poncha Pass

D

Considerations for future master planning in this
Focus Area should include:
• Perform an alternatives analysis to understand
providing infrastructure to existing residences
and potential new growth.
• Explore the use of a Townsite Overlay to
perform utility improvements.
• Understand short-term options for ensuring
existing infrastructure is safe and adequate.
• Explore pathway and trail connectivity
projects and funding sources to connect
to Poncha Springs and the larger regional
network.

SUB-AREA SPECIFIC POLICIES
• Work with HOAs on private roadways to
balance recreational use with residential traffic
in Maysville
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1

SUB-ARE A SPECIFIC PROJECTS
Projects were determined through community
input from both public and stakeholders, and
from review of existing plans and studies,
including the Poncha Springs Comprehensive
Plan. Many of these projects implement goals
related to enhancing the mobility network,
particularly non-vehicle connectivity from
County areas to the Town. These are intended
to support and coordinate with plans that
are already in existence or in production for
multimodal projects.
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Residential Low Density (>2 acre lots)
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6. Scenario
Alternatives

A

F

T

GROWTH IS GOING TO HAPPEN AND WE HAVE
TO HAVE A PLAN AND BE MORE PROGRESSIVE...
IF WE DO NOT DO THAT, THE GROWTH WILL STILL
HAPPEN, BUT WE WILL NOT HAVE CONTROL

R

OVER IT. GROWTH IS NOT A BAD THING.
— Public Comment
Generally, the following benchmarks were
followed in making scenarios:

Having multiple outcomes for future growth
allows the County’s leaders and citizens
to visualize and prioritize the benefits and
challenges of theoretical growth patterns before
they happen to ultimately come to a preferred
scenario.

Overall, the following land use scenarios aim to
implement the Vision, Goals and Strategies by
determining a preferred vision for growth and
ultimately recommending land use policy that will
enable this vision.

D

As the County and the region face an uncertain
future regarding growth or decline, there
are outcomes envisioned by Chaffee County
residents that must be reached despite the
amount of growth in population, housing, jobs,
or visitors that the County may experience. In
addition to these baseline targets, each scenario
has strengths in achieving one or more of the
specific Goals or Strategies stated in Section 5 of
this plan.

• Changing demographics, growth rates and
housing needs.
• Realistic real estate and land market
conditions.
• Property rights, ownership, and reasonable
use of property for the health, safety and
welfare of the general public.
• Consistency with all community input.
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Scenario Planning Process
SCENARIOS

A
COMMUNITY INPUT & GIS ANALYSIS

B

C

T

COMMUNITY INPUT FROM OPEN HOUSES

F

PLANNING COMMISSION WORKSESSION

A

PREFERRED
SCENARIO

D

R

The scenario planning excersice began by
exploring Scenario A: Existing Land Use
Framework by forecasting how growth and land
development may occur within the density,
design and character standards as currently
regulated by the zoning and subdivision code.
Scenario B: Corridors and Connectivity was
created to demonstrate an alternative growth
pattern inspired by community comments
desiring more targeted growth and considers
existing transportation corridors, infrastructure
and historical growth patterns. Scenario C:
Growth Focused to Existing Communities
visualizes an outcome where smart growth near
towns, cities and unincorporated county villages
preserves agricultural land and open space in the
rural county.
These scenarios were presented for discussion
by the public at open houses and results were
work shopped at a Planning Commission
worksession. No single scenario best captured
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the County’s ideal growth outcome, however
key elements from Scenarios B and C were
amalgamated into a preferred alternative
designed to instill a new framework that resolves
two key growth management challenges:
1. There is a lack of new high-quality
development projects, particularly near
existing communities, that take advantage
of proximity to infrastructure and other
benefits of urban amenities.
2. The regulatory framework (land use code,
design standards) is missing tools or
processes that promote well-designed rural
development in the unincorporated county
that conserve open space and preserve
views while allowing flexibility in residential
density.
The preferred scenario alternative is represented
in the following pages by a sequence of
Strategies and Actions from this plan that offer
implementation steps to get to the preferred
scenario.

Scenario
Overviews

Scenario B:

Conservation, Corridors
and Connectivity

Scenario A:
Existing Land Use
Framework

24

Buena
Vista

Description: Scenario A

285

Johnson
Village

• Continues growth patterns under the
existing land use code, zoning map and
other County land use regulations.

Nathrop

285

SCENARIO B

T

Potential Growth ‘Heat Map’

Colors correspond to projected absorption
of total units (e.g. 40% of all new growth in
housing units will be located in the top category)

40% of total units
30%

50

Poncha
Springs

Maysville

20%

Salida

10%

50

F

RUR Zone
Public Lands

N

Buena
Vista

285

Johnson
Village

R

Nathrop

285

SCENARIO A

Potential Growth ‘Heat Map’

Colors correspond to projected absorption
of total units (e.g. 40% of all new growth in
housing units will be located in the top category)

40% of total units
Maysville

20%
10%
Public Lands
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Salida

Scenario C:

Growth Focused to
Existing Communities

50

RUR Zone

N

D

50

30%

0

A

24
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285

Issues:

24

• Tools to promote conservation-oriented
and well-designed residential development
(such as conservation subdivision design
standards in unincorporated county are
missing or .

Buena
Vista

Nathrop

• Land use framework needs additional
guidance to allow Staff/Planning
Commission/BOCC to make findings that
direct growth to existing communities
based on community vision.
• Existing zoning allows for range of densities
and land use types in unincorporated
county.

285

Johnson
Village

SCENARIO C

285

Potential Growth ‘Heat Map’

Colors correspond to projected absorption
of total units (e.g. 40% of all new growth in
housing units will be located in the top category)

40% of total units
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Scenario B: Aspiration
• Envisions high-quality growth near
existing communities and corridors.

Issues Resolved:

Preferred
Scenario

• Lack of high-quality and well-located
development near existing communities and in
proximity to existing infrastructure.

How to Get There:
Strategies/Actions

Preferred Scenario: Aspiration

• 4.2.E: Reduce highway traffic by promoting
active land uses in and near existing
communities

• Focuses high-quality growth near existing
communities.

• 5.7.W: Develop “Chaffee County Certified”
design guidelines.

• Allows for development in unincorporated
county if it meets advanced design and use
standards.
Strategies/Actions
1.

Implement all Strategies and Actions from Scenarios B
and C.

2.

Establish a Natural Resources Overlay Land Use
District through Envision Chaffee and HDGP Grant
through revision to the Chaffee County Land Use
Code to:

Scenario C: Aspiration

R

A

• 7.3.H: Create dedicated funding source for
aiding municipalities with infrastructure and
annexation.

Recommendations for Implementation:

F

• 7.1.C: Engage local community members
develop specific area plans.

T

• 7.1.B: Use strategies to incentivize/direct growth
to existing communities (density bonuses, cluster
developments, conservation development, or
other density targeting regulations).

• Identify lands viable for preservation through a
environmental resources study.

• Envisions improved growth management
standards to promote well-designed
subdivisions in the unincorporated
county through good design and rural
county preservation

D

• Map such areas and initiate a public review
process.

Issues Resolved:
• Haphazard rural subdivision location
• Lack in quality subdivision design in rural areas
• Provides preservation tools for environmentally
sensitive areas and elsewhere in the rural county.

How to Get There:
Strategies/Actions

• 5.1.D: Collaborate with landowners on
preservation strategies.
• 5.6.R: Develop wildlife conservation map.
• 7.1.B: Look at what peer communities are doing
to incentivize good subdivision design.
• 7.2.E: Identify incentives to adopt into the land
use code that support planned development and
resource protection.
168

• 7.2.G: Consider integrating visual resource with
Chaffee
County Comprehensive Plan lands overlay.
an environmentally-important

• Officially adopt overlay as part of land use
code revision.
3.

Though intergovernmental coordination, designate
Opportunity Sites for envisioning future growth,
including affordable and workforce housing.

4.

Explore designating targeted areas near existing
municipalities for desired development.

5.

Incorporate a “Conformance with Preferred Scenario”
commentary into the land use application review
process to make findings on a project’s applicability in
furthering the Preferred Scenario’s vision.

Scenario A:

EXISTING LAND USE FRAMEWORK

• Land occupied by new development will
spread throughout intergovernmental
agreement areas with municipalities and new
land formerly in agriculture will be further
subdivided.

F

Outcome Objectives:

• Considers infill within municipal boundaries
will occur at an equivalent rate to in
unincorporated areas.

T

Within the Existing Land Use Framework
Scenario, future growth and land development
would occur within the density, design and
character standards as currently regulated by the
zoning and subdivision code.

D

R

A

Based on existing trends, by 2030, 50% of all
new and existing households in unincorporated
areas will be within a half mile (comparable to a
20 minute walk) of a main street center, corridor,
or neighborhood center with access to goods
and services to meet some of their daily needs.
This is compared to about 40% percent in 2020.
Policy Considerations:

• Maintain existing minimum lot sizes across all
zone districts.
• Continue growth management practices that
increase density for residential development
that includes public water and sanitation
(rather then single on-site treatment).
• Assumes continued build-out of platted but
unbuilt parcels in existing subdivisions will
occur.
• Development within 400 feet of existing
infrastructure should make a reasonable
attempt to connect to the existing system.
• Continuation of County/Town coordination
through intergovernmental agreements.
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T

24

285

Johnson
Village

A

F

Buena
Vista

R

Nathrop

D

285

SCENARIO A

Potential Growth ‘Heat Map’

Colors correspond to projected absorption
of total units (e.g. 40% of all new growth in
housing units will be located in the top category)

40% of total units
50

30%

Maysville

20%

Poncha
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10%

50

RUR Zone
Public Lands

N
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Scenario B:

C O N S E R VAT I O N , C O R R I D O R S & C O N N E C T I V I T Y

T

Between 2020 and 2030, 25% of new housing
will locate in rural areas. Rural areas are defined
as outside of the cities, towns, unincorporated
urban growth areas (e.g. more than 10 minutes
driving time from an incorporated place).
Policy Considerations:

F

The Conservation, Corridors and Connectivity
Scenario considered a consistent amount of
housing units and rate of absorption and growth
rate as Scenario A but generally conserves
the highest-value landscapes—whether for
preservation, recreation or otherwise—according
to environmental conditions and community
values as expressed in the input process. This
includes agricultural and working landscapes,
scenic areas, high flood, fire or fluvial hazard
areas, or critical wildlife habitat.

• Adjust location of RUR zone district.

A

• Allowable density increase in targeted
areas near transportation network, job/
activity nodes, adjacent to municipalities and
infrastructure.

D

R

The intention of this Scenario was to illustrate
a moderate shift in land use patterns from
continued subdivision of formerly unplatted land
to directed growth toward places where existing
transportation, water, sanitation infrastructure
and amenities currently exist.
Outcome Objectives:
By 2030, 60% of all new and existing households
in unincorporated growth areas will be within
a half mile (comparable to a 20 minute walk) of
a main street center, corridor, or neighborhood
center with access to goods and services to meet
some of their daily needs. This is compared to
about 40% percent in 2020.

• Encourage denser housing types like duplex,
townhomes, multi-story apartments in these
areas.
• Identifies Opportunity Sites for envisioning
future growth that meets the public vision,
including affordable/workforce housing.
• Includes incentives for density if affordable
housing is built over targeted unit counts (e.g.
inclusionary land use regulations for affordable
housing).
• Introduction of potential locations for
affordable/workforce housing on Future Land
Use Map as well as strategic actions to supply
such housing on the respective properties.
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SCENARIO B

Potential Growth ‘Heat Map’

Colors correspond to projected absorption
of total units (e.g. 40% of all new growth in
housing units will be located in the top category)
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Scenario C:

G R OW T H F O C U S E D TO M U N I C I PA L A R E A S A N D
EXISTING COUNTY VILLAGES

inter-governmental agreements and three-mile
plans.

T

Policy Considerations:

• Consider increase of minimum lot sizes in RUR
zone.

F

Scenario C is an outcome where the land use
regulatory framework only permit low density,
large-lot development in outlying unincorporated
areas and strongly incentivizes development in
and near municipalities that would be annexed,
or to existing unincorporated villages such as
Nathrop or Johnson Village. In discussion at
Open Houses, Scenario C was favored by the
public.

• Adjustment of RUR zone district location
through map amendment.

A

• Increase minimum lot sizes in transitional
residential/agricultural interface areas where
RUR and RES zones are adjacent.

Outcome Objectives:

D

R

By 2030, 75% of all new and existing households
in unincorporated growth areas are envisioned
to be within a half mile (comparable to a 20
minute walk) of a main street center, corridor, or
neighborhood center with access to goods and
services to meet some of their daily needs. This
is compared to about 40% percent in 2020.
Between 2020 and 2030, 15% of new housing
is envisioned to locate in rural areas. Rural
areas are defined as outside of the cities,
towns, unincorporated urban growth areas
(e.g. more than 10 minutes driving time from
an incorporated place). Municipalities, through
annexation and intergovernmental coordination
with the County will absorb the majority of new
and existing households through continued
annexation into planning areas as defined in

• Incorporation of a Natural Resource Overlay
(NRO) areas or “Backcountry” land use overlay
on select REC and public lands. Several
counties in Colorado have adopted similar
land use codes along with a mechanism such
as transfer of development rights to ensure
equitable transfers.
• Address mining claim land uses: Develop
a structure that allows the transfer of
development rights from mining claims
“sending areas” to receiving areas that
the County would not be responsible for/
taxpayers would not be burdened with in the
case of a wildfire.
• Establish targeted areas for Affordable/
Workforce Housing based on Opportunity
Sites on future land use map. This designation
acts as a land use overlay in conjunction with
bonuses for number of units supplied.
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• Incorporate a development scorecard in
the review process to establish criteria for
density increases in targeted areas. These
criteria may include sites near transportation
or trail network, job/activity nodes, adjacent
to municipalities, and proximity to existing
infrastructure.

R

A

• Includes incentives for density if affordable
housing is built over targeted unit counts
particularly robust inclusionary zoning in
select zone districts to be determined after
community input.

F

• Identifies Opportunity Sites for County
partnerships in supplying affordable/
workforce housing as well as actions or
incentives to supplying housing in strategic
areas.

T

• Duplex, townhomes, multi-story apartments
encouraged in areas adjacent to municipalities
with anticipation of annexation.

D

• Specifies density “Target Areas” near
municipalities desired for growth where
the County supports and directs resources
to housing projects that supply affordable/
workforce units. These areas will be annexed
into the municipalities.
• Considers revising intergovernmental
agreements specific to annexation for
consistency with future land use maps.

• Suggests partnering with municipalities
to share costs of infrastructure to attract
desired development, particularly affordable/
workforce housing on designated Opportunity
Sites.
• Adopt Conservation Subdivision Design
Standards.
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7. Implementation
Matrix
Implementation Action

Lead

Facilitate opportunities for inclusive community-building

F

1

T

The Implementation Matrix below organizes the
Action Steps found in the Strategies in Section 5
by project initiation timeframe goals.

events, such as a Chaffee Heritage Day Celebration.
2

Facilitate communication of community events through a

3

A

central events calendar /County Visitors Bureau.

Seek opportunities to introduce diversity and encourage
inclusive behaviors in the County conversation.

Assess the needs of all residents in Chaffee County,

R

4

particularly vulnerable or underserved groups in our region.
5

Provide/facilitate access to essential County functions
particularly to overcome communication barriers.
Raise awareness of the cultural contributions to our County by

D

6

diverse communities
7

Promote inclusivity in all county functions and activities, so as
to be welcoming to all faiths and belief systems.

8

Address issues of isolation and deficient services.

9

Maximize use of existing facilities and coordination with
municipalities for health, wellness, and fitness activities

10

Support the Chaffee County Health Coalition with
implementation actions to address community health issues.

11

Update the Community Health Improvement Plan.

12

In partnership with diverse stakeholders launch an awareness
campaign of the effects of behaviors that negatively affect
health and the availability of preventive health services.

13

Foster a working relationship between Chaffee County Public
Health and the Planning Commission to share expertise and
resources to achieve shared goals.
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Priority Level Cost

Implementation Action
14

Lead

Priority Level Cost

Create an ongoing Strategic Assessment & Maintenance Plan
for roads across the County

15

Work with CCPH to develop an orientation for new PC
members on the interconnections between land use planning
and public health.

17

Review and adopt recommendations from the Chaffee County
Food Assessment.

18

Create and support a Healthy Foods Coalition that includes
organizations such as Guidestone and the CCHED.

19

Evaluate assets and needs of seniors in areas such as parks
and public spaces, housing, community participation, respect
and social inclusion, communication and information,
community and health and in-home services, and grief support

20

T

services.

Financially and culturally support community organizations that

21

F

serve seniors.

Fast Track approval of plans for continuum services facilities
for seniors near municipalities.

Support the Chaffee County Early Childcare Council

A

22

recommendations for expanding childcare access in the
county.

Assess needs for health services in the schools

24

Support and encourage local community volunteer
organizations

Encourage and facilitate participation and public engagement

D

25

R

23

in community projects
26

Conduct a county wide assessment of vulnerable individuals
and their need.

27

Strengthen outreach systems and a central coordinated access
point to information about accessing services.

28

Partner with and financially support entities uniquely
positioned to assess community member needs and provide
advocacy and support for victims and survivors

29

Provide funding as necessary to public agencies and resources
that provide services to crime victims, the incarcerated,
unhoused, etc.

30

Prepare for anticipated stresses on all support systems that will
occur due to anticipated population increase.
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Implementation Action
31

Lead

Support the development and execution of the RIB’s Chaffee
County Recreation and Resource Protection Plan.

32

Develop appropriate master plans, such as a County-wide
Parks, Open Space, Trails and Recreation Master Plan, that are
amendments to the comprehensive plan and guide land use
decision making and investments.

33

Support organizations that provide access opportunities for
individuals, youth, and families who are typically unable to
enjoy the outdoors.

34

Update the Chaffee County historic structures and sites
inventory.

35

Identify and nominate properties for National Historic Register
designation.
Collaborate with property owners on preservation strategies.

37

Appoint a Planning Commissioner, County Commissioner, or

T

36

F

staff to represent the County on the CCHAAB.

Raise awareness of historic structures and sites.

39

Support CCHAAB with enhancing collaboration and

A

38

coordination amongst regional organizations working on

protection of community assets such as, Buena Vista Heritage,

R

Salida Museum, Salida Historic Preservation Committee,

Hutchinson Homestead & Learning, Salida Area Parks, Open
Space & Trails.
40

Provide funding for promotion of county heritage historic sites

D

and events.
41

Support historical and cultural education in local schools.

42

Support updates to the Chaffee County Heritage Area &
Collegiate Peaks Scenic and Historic Byways Management
Plan. (SHBMP)

43

Integrate the SHBMP into local and regional economic
development plans.

44

Align trail and transportation corridor design and development
with the SHBMP.

45

Integrate the updated SHBMP recommendations into the
County’s land use code update.
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Priority Level Cost

Implementation Action
46

Lead

Priority Level Cost

Review and amend development regulations related to
subdivisions and developments to achieve consistency with
County plans for public land access, trail easements, open
space dedications as well as municipal standards in urban
growth areas.

47

Task the Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) with
development of the CCMTP.

48

Involve County Sheriff and emergency service agencies in the
planning, building and the everyday use of County airports,
roads, freight routes, transit routes and bike and pedestrian
trails to reduce user conflict and increase public safety.

49

Reduce vehicle trips on highways by promoting telecommunication, active land uses in and near existing communities,

T

enhancing access to employment, recreation, public events,

services and businesses by use of public transportation and
50

F

other multimodal options.

Identify areas with safety hazards and explore ways to

improve safety and comfort. Prioritize bicycle and pedestrian

A

infrastructure projects to promote safe nonvehicular
commuting.

Improve County highway bicycle and pedestrian crossings.

52

Create an ongoing annual Strategic Assessment and
Maintenance Plan.

53

R

51

Maintain existing County roads, bridges and trails that connect
County.

54

D

residents, employment and visitors to destinations across the
Develop County management and operations solutions to
create and extend the life-cycle of corridors of all uses.
55

Coordinate with local partners across sectors and jurisdictions
on all multimodal projects.

56

Coordinate during the planning and design of improvement
projects applying the context of “transportation corridors” for
all modes to provide for efficiency of construction of multiple
projects at once to maximize funding.

57

Align road development standards and road hierarchies across
municipalities and the County for consistency with the Chaffee
County Multimodal Transportation Master Plan and designated
growth areas.
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Implementation Action
58

Lead

Conduct a fiscal impact study to assess costs of road
construction and to address issues such as future maintenance
and State Highway access improvements.

59

Develop a multi-year Capital Improvements Plan for County
roads to prioritize road improvements.

60

Assess strategies for maintaining the ability of agriculturalists
to safely move agricultural machinery and move livestock and
agricultural products around the county.

61

Prioritize trail construction and improvements that connect
high concentrations of people to activity centers and connect
those with high mobility needs and under-served populations
to community services, schools and housing.
Align open space and trail dedication policies, plans, and
standards across municipalities and the County.

63

T

62

Invest in the construction of a multi-use long-distance trail

F

connections throughout the County utilizing designated

transportation corridors that connects Salida, Poncha Springs,
and Buena Vista to each other.

Use available rights of way where available for trails to
maximize limited funding.

65

A

64

Work collaboratively with federal, state, and municipal

R

partner to identify public land access points to prioritize for
maintaining access as the region grows.
66

Assess existing facilities and access points for capacity and

67

D

manage to minimize over-use.

Study the feasibility of a more robust and efficient mass transit
system in the County and/or region.

68

Provide support to the transit providers to expand service
to have local circulating routes in each community and
between communities for recreational activities, service and
employment to connect Chaffee County to services and
activities outside the county.

69

Implement a one-stop-shop for transit with a call center,
website and mobile application to make accessing transit
services easier.

70

Identify transportation barriers to business employers and
employees, including tourism, and assist with their needs.

71

180

Assure public access to County telecommunication systems.
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Priority Level Cost

Implementation Action
72

Lead

Priority Level Cost

Develop freight movement and accessibility criteria to improve
delivery options.

73

Invest in the construction of bicycle lanes, sidewalks or
multi-use paths, broadband/fiber optic cable on both sides of
the road when County roads undergo significant maintenance
projects.

74

Evaluate the expansion of airports to support their commercial
activities.

75

Review development regulations for safe and redundant access
in natural hazard zones and amend to ensure future County
developments are designed to provide for redundancy of
ingress/egress.
Review and amend development regulations to require
consideration of planned multimodal transportation

T

76

infrastructure within developments such as safe routes to

F

school, transit stations/shelters, bus bike racks, park-and-rides,
transit pull-ins/pullouts, telecommunication links and
connections, etc.

Ensure the development review process includes consistency

A

77

with transportation related plans, such as the Chaffee

County Multimodal Transportation Plan, in order to achieve
78

R

transportation goals between and within developments.
Consider the use of the TAB as a review agency for

developments where consistency with state, regional, and
county transportation goals are applicable.

Develop preparedness and response plans for all hazards

80

Work to understand the County’s current air quality and what

D

79

steps can be taken to improve it.
81

Work to understand the County’s current air quality and what
steps can be taken to improve it.

82

Adopt fire mitigation standards recommended in the Wildfire
Protection Plan for all new subdivisions in high wildfire risk
areas.

83

Invest in and protect wetlands and riparian areas that
attenuate floods and capture sediment to build our resilience
to fire and flood.

84

Develop a program for payments for ecosystem services for
landowners to enhance floodplains and river corridors

85

Maintain existing and historic ditches that are essential to
agriculture and support groundwater recharge.
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Implementation Action

Lead

86

Research and develop market alternatives to buy and dry.

87

Formalize and adopt a Chaffee County Energy Plan; building
off the plan created by Clean Energy Chaffee (CEC) in March
2020.

88

Develop a procedure/protocol to assist for the facilitation of
adoption of existing and new technologies and renewables by
citizens and the Chaffee County government.

89

Develop a process for bulk purchase of energy efficient
equipment for use by government, contractors and citizens.

90

Invest in a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory to determine
what the County’s “carbon footprint” is and what the major
contributors are, then establish goals and strategies for

91

T

reducing County-wide carbon emissions.

Raise awareness of low-income energy audits and repairs
available to county residents.

Create a partnership with Energy Smart Colorado to assist with

F

92

and subsidize the cost of a professional energy audit.
Conduct a cost/benefit and energy supply analysis

94

Evaluate the current waste management systems in the County

A

93

on their effectiveness and efficiency in diverting waste from
95

R

the landfill.

Develop a County-wide integrated waste management system
that focuses on next-generation recycling techniques and
composting.

Adopt a revised water adequacy supply standard for

D

96

development.
97

Work closely with the Upper Arkansas Conservation District to
enhance resiliency in water rights management.

98

Collaborate with Buena Vista to adopt an overlay for
Cottonwood Creek that reduces future well density and
protects the Town of Buena Vista’s water supply and riparian
corridor.

99

Collaborate with Salida on protection of the municipal water
supply along the South Arkansas.

100 Assess the potential of increased nitrate concentrations from
septic failure.
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Priority Level Cost

Implementation Action

Lead

Priority Level Cost

101 Review current streamside setback, wetland, and riparian
habitat standards for consistency with best management
practices.
102 Assess land use code for vegetation disturbance limits and
revegetation standards, zero net runoff for development and
low impact development, and other best practices.
103 Support an Arkansas River health study to inform a long-range
action plan for the river and watershed.
104 Support the development of a watershed collaborative to
develop a Stream Management Plan and/or Integrated Water
Resource Management Plan.
105 Work with CPW and nonprofit partners to identify habitat
priority conservation areas for focal species.

T

106 Research best practices in land use mitigation standards for
winter habitat, riparian habitat, etc.).

F

focus species (wildlife human conflict, migration corridors,
107 Use research to inform the development of appropriate

development standards that mitigate impacts to wildlife.

A

108 Work with CPW and nonprofit partners to use the habitat
conservation map to inform location and development
standards for highest priority habitat.

R

109 Leverage funding, grants, and collaborative partnerships to
enhance stewardship and protect wildlife habitat on private
lands.

D

110 Educate the community regarding wildlife needs and what
community members can do to protect wildlife
111 Assist in developing a citizen advocacy group like Clean
Energy Chaffee, to coordinate education and outreach to
citizens relating to reduction of carbon footprint individually
and in the County.
112 Develop strategies for reducing fossil fuel usage in the County
with a goal of achieving net zero carbon emissions.
113 Work with local builders and residents to educate them on
good building practices and the adoption and application of
the latest building methods and codes.
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Implementation Action

Lead

114 Develop Chaffee County Certified Design that offers design
guidance for voluntary actions based on local knowledge of the
County weather including information about solar orientation,
insulation, driveway orientation to minimize snow drifts, etc.
115 Create a partnership with Energy Smart Colorado to assist with
and subsidize the cost of a professional energy audit.
116 Chaffee County accepts the Governor’s Sustainability
Challenge to integrate environmental science with
community-based education approaches, resulting in
collaboration, participation and innovation.
117 Establish a Sustainability Advisory Group, Board or Committee
on par with other County advisory boards as part of the
Chaffee County Interagency Planning System to advise the
sustainability-related issues.

F

118 Organize County services and staff to provide a focus on

T

Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners on

ecological health and services by appointing an existing
employee or creating a new position.

A

119 Educate on “Agritourism” and other innovative economic

methods to maintain working landscapes and boost the local
economy.
branding, etc.

R

120 Educate on economic tools for marketing, cooperative,

121 Create a County wide Agricultural Sustainability Advisory
committee to develop, promote, and support programs

D

to support local agriculture and ranching encompassing
environmental concerns, economic concerns, etc.
122 Support and education in farming and ranching through local
educational institutions (high school, CMC).
123 Attract new agriculture, aquiculture, and small-scale farming
industries to support local food production.
124 Ensure the Collegiate Peaks Scenic and Historic Byways is
integrated into the Chaffee County Visitor’s Bureau annual
work plan.
125 Seek out a trade school institution to locate in the County and
identify land or funds to contribute as an incentive.
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Priority Level Cost

Implementation Action

Lead

Priority Level Cost

126 Host a building and development community charrette to
discuss opportunities to streamline and improve the land use
regulations to support economic opportunity, creativity, and
innovation.
127 Research land use incentives used by peer communities to
direct growth to inform the land use code update.
128 Engage local community members to develop and approve of
specific area plans.
129 Research and prioritize strategies to achieve better
development including but not limited to density bonuses,
cluster developments, conservation development, transfer of
development rights and other appropriate strategies
appropriate strategies
131 Identify existing gaps and deficits in overlapping agency

F

responsibilities for protecting critical land values.

T

130 Update the development regulations to integrate most

132 Assess relevant plans and the land use code for existing
policies and processes to inform recommendations for

A

development.

133 Update land use regulations as necessary based on
assessment.

R

134 Update the development code to include recommendations
in the updated Collegiate Peaks Scenic Byway’s Corridor
Management Plan.

135 Develop a scenic byways visual resource assessment

D

methodology to include in an update to scenic resources
development standards.

136 Consider integrating visual resource with the environmentally
important lands overlay or develop a scenic value overlay.
137 Create a dedicated funding source for aiding municipalities
with infrastructure service costs when annexations occur.
138 Hold County-owned parcels near existing municipalities for
future schools, housing, water/wastewater treatment plants,
landfills, and other future infrastructure needs
139 Write a proposal to DOLA to fund an update the development
code.
140 Research regulatory policy examples to achieve community
goals.
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Implementation Action

Lead

141 Support the soon the be created Chaffee Housing Authority
by meeting financial commitments and participation by County
leadership
142 Designate the Chaffee Housing Authority as the public entity to
represent Chaffee County in affordable housing projects.
143 Update the Regional Housing Assessment every 5 years.
144 Use the Chaffee Housing Authority Strategic Plan and Regional
Housing Assessment to periodically measure progress in
achieving regional goals for affordable housing.
145 Incentivize housing for low- and moderate-income households
in designated districts using tools such as: fee reductions,
density bonuses, and expedited approval.

T

146 Research applicability of a County-wide inclusionary zoning
ordinance for major subdivisions

147 Refer to the Chaffee Housing Authority’s Strategic Plan to align
support the production of affordable housing

F

land use policies between the County and municipalities to
148 Research and adopt zoning and development standards

A

within designated districts that permit different housing types
including duplexes, multiplex, tiny homes, ADUs, etc. as use by
right.
preservation fund.

R

149 Build support for an affordable housing development and
150 Create a local impact investment structure to facilitate local

D

investment in affordable housing development.
151 Offer financial contribution to the acquisition, rehabilitation or
development of existing and/or new Tax Credit developments.
152 Acquire and bank land and/or structures for future
development, redevelopment, or financial equity.
153 Offer financial contribution to development costs of public
private partnerships which result in permanent or long-term
affordability.
154 Offer financial capital towards private market development costs
in exchange for permanent or long-term affordability as defined
in the Chaffee Housing Authority’s Strategic Plan.
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Priority Level Cost

PRINCIPLES FOR DECISION MAKING
T ESTS FOR COURS E S OF AC TIONS.

inhibition to clearly explaining how, in general
terms, the COA will be executed.

A course of action is a plan or series of plans
that will accomplish, or is related to, the
accomplishment of an objective that will take us
toward achieving our vision. The following tests
are considerations when evaluating a possible
course of action.

T

F

CONSTRAINTS: Does the COA encompass
all the things we are required to do by higher
authority, thus limiting our freedom of action?
Constraints are things we MUST do.

A

ADEQUACY: Will the course of action (COA)
actually accomplish the goal when carried out
successfully? Will it solve the problem? Is it
aimed at the right objectives?

CONSISTENCY: Does the recommendation
support our vision? Is it consistent with the
Chaffee County Comprehensive Plan and
regional and intergovernmental agreements?

D

R

FEASIBILITY: Do we have the necessary
resources – funding, personnel, equipment,
facilities - or can they be obtained within
reasonable timeframes and costs?

RESTRAINTS: Does the COA comply with all
directives by higher authorities that prohibit
certain actions? Restraints are things we MUST
NOT do.
CO L L AB O R ATI VE PR I NCI PL E S

ACCEPTABILITY: Even though the contemplated
action will accomplish the objective and we
have the resources, is it worth the cost? Is it
consistent with community values? Will the
public support it?

To collaborate as partners with our state,
regional, municipal, civic, business, and NGO/
PVO partners, we recognize, value, and utilizes
the following decision-making principles.

COMPLETENESS: Does the recommendation
adequately answer

• During all meetings, discussions, brainstorming
sessions, and decision-making processes, we
will be respectful, be constructive, and be
productive.

• Who will be responsible for executing it?
• What specific tasks and actions are required?
• When is it to begin? When should it be
completed?
• Where will it take place?
• How will it be accomplished? There is no

• Interagency working groups and committees
will endeavor to make decisions based on
a gradient of consensus. When possible,
decision items will be presented and
decided upon in one meeting. Policy level
and more complex decisions (i.e., policy
recommendations to elected bodies) will
be vetted through standing interagency
DRAFT For Referral Only
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CO NSI DE R ATI O NS FO R DECI SI O N S
O N L AND U SE AND DE VE LO PM E N T
PROJ ECTS.

A

• Government members serving in advisory or
ex-officio capacities can (and in some cases
should) abstain from taking a formal position
in a standing committee or interagency
working group.

5. Indecision: If a member cannot make a
decision without more information or
without consulting with their board or
leadership, the member must specify what
additional information is needed and what
guidance he or she needs from leadership.
Ideally, the need for more information and
leadership guidance are managed before the
meeting.

F

• Members of standing committees and
interagency working groups must be
empowered to speak for the organizations
they represent. It is understood for some
decisions organizational representatives
will need to consult with their boards and
leadership before making a decision or before
committing their organization to a particular
course of action.

decision-making body. A 4 should be used
sparingly and only as a last resort after
efforts to resolve concerns have failed.

T

committees (inter alia, Planning Commission,
Transportation Advisory Board, Administrators
Committee, Housing Policy Advisory
Committee, Heritage Area Advisory Board,
et al.) or task-oriented interagency working
groups.

D

R

• In making decisions, each member of a
standing or ad hoc interagency working group
will indicate his or her concurrence on a
specific proposal using the five-point gradient
below:
1. Full endorsement: I like it! I fully support it.
2. Support with reservations: I have some
reservations, which I have shared, but I can
live with it. I will not withhold support of
the group or the decision-making body’s
ultimate decision and will work for project
success.
3. Abstain: This issue either does not pertain
to me or my organization cannot take a
position on this.
4. Cannot support: I register my organization’s
dissent on this proposal or COA because
negative effects will outweigh the benefits.
NOTE: in a consensus model, this is
tantamount to blocking the proposal, though
the ultimate decision may lie with an elected
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The following are guidelines to staff and decision
makers for making determinations on land use
approvals under the future land use framework
of this Comprehensive Plan:
• Does the project generally meet the intent of
the future land use map, its designations, use
locations, and any other special elements?
• Can the project’s location be reconsidered
to better meet the intent of any of this
plan’s goals, strategies or land use character
designations?
• Does the project directly further a goal,
strategy, incentive or other project as
mentioned in this or any other ancillary plan or
study?
• If a residential use is being considered, does
the use further Strategy 3.1.B promoting the
development and preservation of housing
types across the housing spectrum that serve
residents across a range of demographics and
incomes?
• Does the project generally advance the
community vision of the Preferred Scenario?

Part IV
BACKGROUND & PL ANNING PROCESS

D

R

A

F

T

Part IV is the Planning Framework, meaning it takes into consideration the existing
conditions and community input to provide the basis for which land use decisions
can be carried out and for which action steps can be taken to implement the public
vision for new and existing growth and development.

Open House #3
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8. Primary Comp Plan
Inputs
7

Summit

MARCH

Plan Approved.

T

6

Recommend
FEBRUARY

F

public at Open Houses #3 and
#4. Final revisions to plan.

A

JANUARY

5

Narrow

2020

Buena Vista and Salida allowing
feedback from public on Plan

DECEMBER

R

Public and stakeholders.

D

NOVEMBER

Challenge

OCTOBER

4

Conclusions made based on

community.

3

Explore
SEPTEMBER

Interviews with stakeholders,
student workshops.

AUGUST

Gather

JULY

2019
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Basecamp

1

JUNE
#1 and historic data deep dive.

Chaffee County Comprehensive Plan

2

Data absorbed by team.
Open House #2 held +
neighborhood workshops.

T

Input from the people living, working, visiting and
leading the community was critical to the validity
and success of the 2020 Comprehensive Plan,
as well as several other inputs acknowledged
such as relevant plans or studies. The following
summarizes the results of the public input
process, as well as other inputs to discuss how
this comprehensive plan utilized a breadth of
ideas to craft implementation measures.

AND SUMMARY

F

PUBLIC OUTREACH PROCESS

Open House #1

which meant utilizing a variety of techniques and
venues. This is summarized as follows:

R

A

Over the 10-month course of the public
outreach process, 3,500 data points were
recorded and analyzed to determine
recommendations for the Comprehensive Plan
Update.
WHEN did outreach occur?

D

Shortly after the project kickoff in June 2019, the
first open house was held at Mount Princeton
Hot Springs on June 26, 2019. The process
continued for 9 months, with 13 live, in-person
events and a constant presence at the project
website: Together.ChaffeeCounty.org where a
series of online surveys were available and where
news and updates were continually posted.
WHAT type of outreach were people engaged
in?
The comprehensive plan update required broad,
high-quality input from a variety of sources

4 Public Open Houses: were designed to
be open to all participants and scheduled
for after-work hours in locations across the
community (Mount Princeton, Salida, X and X).
Each Open House was designed to progress
information received from the previous event:
• Open House #1 introduced the
comprehensive planning process, received
comment on themes established through the
Envision Chaffee initiative.
• Open House #2 presented findings and key
themes from Open House 1, and engaged
participants in a live poll about planning
topics.
• Open House #3 & #4 presented draft plan
items such as goals and strategies, proposed
projects and growth scenarios.
5 Neighborhood Meetings: were scheduled
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F

Open House #2 Mapping Activity

D

R

A

2 Together Chaffee Drop-ins: held at the
Scout Hut in Salida and a workspace on Main
Street in Buena Vista, these events presented
draft plan items like Goals & Strategies, and
offered a summary of what we had heard so far
through engagement for folks to comment on.
As well as an opportunity to have one-on-one
conversations about the future of Chaffee
County with planning staff, the Drop-in events
allowed participants to spend half a million
dollars in “Chaffee Bucks” on various potential
investments.

T

in strategic locations to capture information
specific to particular neighborhoods living
and working across the County. Targeted for
intimate discussion among groups of neighbors,
these sessions identified very local issues for
areas including: Buena Vista, Poncha Springs,
Maysville, Johnson Village and Mid-Valley/
Nathrop.

2 High School Classroom Sessions: held over
two class sessions at Buena Vista High School
with approximately 30 junior and senior-level
students. The students were asked to complete
worksheets prior to the sessions about their
favorite parts of Chaffee County, their fears for
the future, and they felt the County’s greatest
needs were. When presented with the summary
of the worksheets, the students had open-ended
discussion. They also got to participate in the
investment exercise conducted at the Drop-in
events.
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52 One-on-One Stakeholder Interviews:
conducted with identified key stakeholders,
representing local government heads, cultural
institutions or prominent figures in Chaffee
County’s local business community, governance
or leadership.
All throughout the public outreach process, the
same engagement information was available
online, with additional mapping outlets on the
Together Chaffee website.
Tools and methods used included visual
preference surveys, online surveys, quick
comment cards, online mapping applications,
live audience mobile device polling, “Chaffee
Bucks” investing, and online forums. Advertising
methods included the project website, direct
email, flyers, social media platforms, and local

TOGETHER CHAFFEE ENGAGEMENT
WHAT WE DID

Stakeholder
Interviews

52

Neighborhood
Meetings

5

Open Houses

6

Post-it notes

METHODS

Online
Surveys

3

High School
Workshops

Live polling

4,339
DATA
POINTS

3

Dot voting

Staﬀ notes

Open-ended
survey questions

Map pinning

WHAT WE HEARD

13%
4%

3%

More speciﬁc / diﬀerent planning
and building regulations &
development review

A

Need for a recreation center
in the County

R

Aﬀordable childcare/preschool

Water/sewer/road infrastructure
capacity to sustain growth /
maintenance issues

3%

3%

Density over sprawl, encourage
mixed-use residential &
commercial in towns

T

17%

Need for a Sustainability Plan,
include sustainability in
planning & building regulations

Growth management, sprawl
prevention, protecting open
space and ranches

F

Increase aﬀordable
housing options
(“workforce
housing”)

4%

Need for more multifamily /
apartments in the County

3%

3%
Limit/regulate short-term rentals

3%

D

An estimated
to 9% ofvarious
the community
public
process7through
methodswas
andengaged
events. in the

print and radio media outlets. A sub-committee
called the Outreach Team was formed for the
sole purpose of ensuring that underrepresented
portions of the population were aware of and
attended public events.
WHY was it important to create such a broad
outreach plan?
In the past history of planning efforts, phone or
mail-out surveys were predominantly the tool for
capturing public input and feedback on planning
ideas and land use policy. However on the

brink of a new decade, response rates for these
traditional methods are dwindling, and with most
having an online presence via smart phones,
engagement is higher than ever when utilizing
digital input collection. It was important for the
team to spread the word as wide as possible,
therefore any and all outlets and venues were
found useful. When a demographic was found to
be less engaged, the outreach plan was adjusted
to develop new methods to capture less-vocal
cohorts.
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IF WE HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE HERE,
SO DOES EVERYONE ELSE.
— Local Rancher, Nathrop Neighborhood Meeting

When all input channels and methods were
added up, the results for the top ten most
important themes/issues were:
1. Increase affordable housing options
(“workforce housing”)

F

It is estimated that 1,950 to 1,150 individuals
(about 10% of the area population) engaged
in some manner during the duration of the
outreach. Of the 3,500 unique data points
received through this input, the majority was
through direct scoring or voting mechanisms (i.e.
dot voting, investment exercises or otherwise
directly voting on something in-person or online)
allowing the Comprehensive Plan to have
solid grounding on tangible elements such as
improvement projects or growth scenarios.

SO WHAT did everyone say?

T

HOW MANY people and how much information
and input was received?

2. Growth management, sprawl prevention,
protecting open space and ranches

R

A

3. Need for a County-wide Sustainability
Plan, include sustainability in planning and
building regulations

D

WHAT did the Comprehensive Plan do with all
this data?

Using the quantitative, qualitative, anecdotal
and direct comments, the input team mined the
data to find direct commonalities that could be
combined with all other inputs and translated
into the community Vision, the seven Plan
Elements themes, and Goals and Strategies. The
team additionally sifted through comments to
compile the Action Steps and Lists of Projects in
each Sub-area.
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4. Water/sewer/road infrastructure
capacity to sustain growth/infrastructure
maintenance issues
5. Density over sprawl, encourage mixed-use
residential and commercial in towns
6. Affordable childcare/preschool
7. Need for a recreation center in the County
8. More specific/different planning and
building regulations and development
review
9. Need for more multifamily/apartments in
the County
10.

Limit/regulate short-term rentals

F

T
CONCLUSIONS

R

A

Buena Vista Neighborhood Meeting

D

The 2020 Chaffee County Comprehensive Plan
update received an outpouring of input and
support from an active, sophisticated and diverse
community. Throughout this plan you will find
quotes, themes, comments and stories that
complement and prescribe some findings and
policy recommendations.
Because of the quality and amount of input
received, this plan was able to capture and
represent the identity and future vision of the
Chaffee community in every goal, strategy,
project or illustration. Special thanks goes out to
all who participated.
BV Drop-in Event Investment Activity
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9. Background
LOCAL HISTORY

MINING

F

D

R

A

Chaffee County’s history is largely influenced
by the geology and geography that make this
portion of the Arkansas River Valley such a
unique place. The settling of Chaffee County
saw a succession of Native Americans, miners,
ranchers and railroads. By the 1600s the
Ute Indians roamed the valley, valued for its
rich hunting grounds and temperate climate.
Several of the highest mountains, including
Antero, Shavano, Tabeguache, Ouray, Chipeta
and Pahlone, are named after the Utes. By the
early 19th Century, the Arapaho and Cheyenne
occasionally wintered near the Arkansas River.

T

E A R LY S E T T L E M E N T

Colorado’s 1859 gold discoveries brought a
mining boom to Chaffee County when thousands
of “Pikes Peak or Bust” prospectors moved on
from the Front Range to the central mountains.
Situated in the center of the Colorado Mineral
Belt, the Chaffee mountain ranges yielded a
wealth of gold, silver, copper, iron, zinc, lead,
limestone, marble, fluorite, travertine, gypsum
and feldspar.
Of the many mines located within Chaffee
County, the Mary Murphy Mine in the Chalk
Creek District, operated by the Mary Murphy
Gold and Silver Mining Company of St. Louis,
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Alpine Station at Chalk Creek

was the most famous. Another prominent
mine operating in Chaffee County was the
Calumet Iron Mine run by the Colorado Coal
and Iron Company (CC&I). Mining in Chaffee
County peaked between 1885 and 1888, when
production of gold, silver and lead totaled
more than $1 Million each year. CC&I quarried
large quantities of limestone from the Monarch
District above Garfield for use in the Pueblo
Steel mills into the 1980s. The loading tripple is
still visible from US Highway 50.
Smelters located in Buena Vista and Salida
processed the raw ore, and provided
employment for hundreds of men until the end
of WW1. The 300-foot brick chimney in Salida is
all that remains of a once prominent industry.

1939, Denver Rio Grande Railroad

drawn to its fertile land. Known as BV by the
locals, it became an agricultural center eventually
serviced by three railroads. To the south, the
small township of Nathrop saw its beginnings as
the ranch owned by Charles Nachtrieb in 1865.

A

The Colorado Midland was based in Colorado
Springs and traversed Trout Creek Pass on its
way to the silver mines in Aspen. The line was
abandoned after World War I and is now the
backbone of the Buena Vista trail system.

F

The three railroad lines contributed immensely
to the growth of mining, agriculture and towns
in Chaffee County. The Denver, South Park &
Pacific Railroad crossed South Park from Denver
and reached Buena Vista in 1880 on the way to
Leadville, the mines near St. Elmo, and across the
Continental Divide to Crested Butte.

T

R AILROADS

D

R

The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad (D&RG)
traveled from Denver to Leadville following the
Arkansas River, and founded Salida in 1880
erecting extensive railroad facilities. The D&RG
provided Chaffee County with a direct rail
connection to the East Coast via Pueblo and St.
Louis, and to the Pacific Coast via Salt Lake City
and San Francisco. By 1920 the D&RG was still
a prominent travel route, but highways began to
eclipse the railroads after WWII and the D&RG
ended passenger and freight service to the valley
in 1964. Union Pacific still owns this rail line
connecting Pueblo and Mintern, but it has not
been used since 1997.

TOWN SETTLEMENTS
With the establishment of the Colorado Territory
in 1861, present-day Chaffee County became
part of Lake County.
Buena Vista was settled in 1864 as people were

Colorado became a state in 1876, and in 1879
the state government divided Lake County into
northern and southern parts. The southern
portion was named Chaffee County after Jerome
Chaffee, a businessman and politician who had
invested in local mines. The town of Granite, in
northern Chaffee County, was designated as the
county seat, but later residents voted to move
the county seat to Buena Vista, a more centrally
located city.
The construction of the highway system through
Chaffee County changed the face of the
community. Modern conveniences once rare in
the valley became the norm. Fires periodically
ravaged the early boomtowns which were rebuilt
with more sophisticated building materials
provided by the new railroads and brick factories.
These Victorian business blocks and homes form
today’s historic town centers in Salida and Buena
DRAFT For Referral Only
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T
A

F
Vista.

D

R

Historic Ranching in Chaffee County

Salida was founded in 1880 with the arrival of
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. “Salida,” exit
in Spanish, refers to its location where the rail
line exited Bighorn Sheep Canyon and entered
the Upper Arkansas River Valley. The 1887
SteamPlant provided electricity to the County for
70 years. In 1928 Chaffee County voted to move
the County seat for a second time from Buena
Vista to Salida. Construction of the new Chaffee
County Courthouse in Salida was finished in
1932.

R ANCHING HISTORY
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A 150-year cattle ranching heritage runs deep in
Chaffee County. Following the end of the gold
rush in the late 1860s, homesteaders began
to establish farms and ranches along the river.
Early ranchers found many advantages to settle
in Chaffee County: fertile bottomland, public
domain grasslands, a temperate climate, water
for irrigation and a good market in the mining
boomtowns and Front Range cities. Ranchers
drove their cattle to the high country for summer
grazing while the irrigated pastures produced
alfalfa, hay, oats, wheat and barley.

ECONOMY

T
F
A

R

Parade in Salida, 1880, courtesy of
Denver Public Library

D

In 1939 a federal Works Progress Administration
(WPA) project built the Salida Hot Springs
complex. Monarch Ski Area was another WPA
project, which officially opened in 1939, though
skiers had been using the mountain since 1914.
The corrections business has been a consistent
employer in Chaffee County since 1891, when
the first state reformatory was built near Buena
Vista. The facility began as a reformatory for
juvenile offenders housing between 94 and
153 juvenile inmates in its first two decades
of operation. In 1978 it became an adult,
medium-custody facility: the Buena Vista
Correctional Facility (later renamed the Buena
Vista Correctional Complex). The site now has
capacity for up to 1,259 inmates and is one of
the largest correctional facilities in the state.

No longer a mining community or transportation
hub, Chaffee was missing a strong economic
and cultural identity into the early 20th Century.
Agriculture and ranching, however, continued to
be a mainstay of the area’s character. Like many
communities in Colorado, Chaffee’s economy
shifted to tourism, catering to visitors who
traveled there to take advantage of the area’s
abundant natural resources and recreation
opportunities.
The Chaffee County Economic Development
Corporation (CCEDC) was formed in 2009 and
hired its first director part-time in 2010. Over
the past decade the CCEDC has focused their
efforts to develop and strengthen the economic
development “ecosystem” in Chaffee County.
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2000 Comprehensive plan

F

The recent generation of planning began in
the late 1990s in response to the County’s
rapid growth, abundance of available land, and
lack of water. This prompted the creation of
the 2000 Comprehensive Plan to help guide
future development. The Plan placed emphasis
on focusing residential and commercial growth
around the existing towns of Buena Vista, Salida,
and Poncha Springs. It stated that growth in
unincorporated County should only occur where
infrastructure was available to accommodate it.
The preferred development scenario served as
an update to the future land use map.

focused growth, it was not followed by an
updated land use code that legally enforced
growth in existing towns and connected to
available infrastructure. Consequently, 75% of
new housing in Chaffee County was built in
the unincorporated area from 2000 to 2015.
Additionally, although the 2000 Plan offered
support for a program to purchase and sell
development rights on agricultural lands, it never
designated receiving areas for the transfer of
these rights, leaving the program obsolete.

T

R E L E VA N T P L A N S &
STUDIES ASSESSMENT

R

A

Chaffee County Heritage Area & Collegiate
Peaks Scenic Byway and Historic Byway
Management Plan 2008

D

The Plan additionally addressed the County’s
financial infeasibility to provide infrastructure
and services, increasing prices in the housing
market, and loss of agricultural land.
Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
The 2000 Comprehensive Plan was written
in a similar moment in Chaffee’s growth and
development as is seen in 2020. The pace
of growth has exceeded that seen in the late
1990s, and the potential for more growth is
eminent.
Although the 2000 Plan had aspirations of
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The Chaffee County Heritage Area & Collegiate
Peaks Scenic and Historic Byway Management
Plan was created to protect and preserve the
distinct natural environment and the cultural,
historical and recreational resources unique to
Chaffee County. It is both the state-mandated
Corridor Management Plan for the Collegiate
Peaks Scenic Byway and the County-wide
Heritage Area Management Plan.
The Plan addresses such issues as growth and
development, land use policy, scenic character,
recreational conflicts, lack of knowledge
of significant resources, economic viability,
wayfinding and visitor amenities. It recommends
the pursuit of key funding strategies through
Federal and State grants for the protection of
historic and natural resources. The Plan includes
an inventory of natural, cultural, historic, and
archaeological resources and recommends that

voluntary Agricultural Overlay District that allows
site-specific higher density, flexibility in land
sales as well as some additional commercial land
uses.

Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Resources inventoried in the Heritage Area &
Byway Management Plan were considered in the
Future Land Use mapping of this Plan.
Chaffee County Citizen’s Land Use Roundtable
Recommendations 2008

The Roundtable continued the ideas brought
forth in the 2000 Comprehensive Plan, and
offered regulatory tools and incentives to
promote focused growth. Recommendations
from the Roundtable fed directly into the
regulatory framework provided in this plan.
Chaffee County Housing Needs Assessment
2019

F

The Citizen’s Roundtable was formed in an effort
to update Chaffee County’s Land Use Code
and provided recommendations to improve
County land use patterns and procedures.
These recommendations were approved by the
Board of County Commissioners in 2008. The
Roundtable recommendations included the
creation of new land use classifications their
proposed densities and the implementation
of tools to encourage and financially motivate
ranchers to seek alternatives to land subdivision.

Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan

T

the County provide education to residents and
tourists alike as part of the management plan.

D
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The Chaffee County Housing Needs Assessment
provides an understanding of the dynamics,
interdependencies, and the face of County
housing needs. It identified unaffordable housing
prices, inventory shortages, and an increase in
second home buyers and investors as the issues
causing the most strain on the County’s housing
market. The analysis found that the greatest
need for housing is for households earning less
than 60% AMI, as the supply of these units
has decreased – partially due to the increase
in the cost of new construction and the lack of
available sites with higher-density zoning.

The Roundtable recommended focused growth
by planning appropriate land uses in and around
existing towns and focusing commercial and
industrial development in or near existing
developed commercial areas to preserve the
unique community character of Chaffee County.
The Roundtable directed the County to promote
clustered development and allow higher
densities in appropriate areas to leave more land
in productive use. Clustering incentives could
include a more streamlined approval process,
negotiable open space (to promote quality, not
quantity), increased density and lower fees.
Land planning staff was directed to develop a

Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Recommendations in the Housing Needs
Assessment were introduced into the 2020
Update wherever feasible. The assessment
provided a basis of knowledge for exploring
specific challenges and opportunities in the
HPAC workshop with stakeholders.
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H I S T O R Y O F Z O N I N G S U M M A R Y ( R E L AT E D T O L O T S I Z E S )

Resolution
1979 Zoning
Resolution
Zoning Resolution
1984 Zoning
Resolution
1990 Zoning
Resolution

Agricultural
Residential
(AR)

Agricultural
Suburban (AS)

Agricultural
(A)

Recreation
(RC)

Commercial
(C)

Industrial (I)

2 acres*

10 acres

10 acres

35 acres**

10 acres

No minimum

No minimum

2 acres*

10 acres

2 acres

35 acres**

2 acres

No minimum

No minimum

Residential
(R-1)

Rural
Residential
(RR)

Rural
Suburban (RS)

Rural (R)

Recreation
(RC)

Commercial
(C)

Industrial (I)

2 acres*

2 acres*

10 acres*

35 acres**

2 acres

No minimum

No minimum

2 acres***

5 acres for
agriculture, 2
acres for rural
residential

5 acres for
agriculture, 2
acres for rural
residential

No minimum

No minimum

2 acres***

2 acres***

T

1974 Zoning

Residential
(R-1)

F

Zoning Resolution

A

*Unless connected to public water/sewer system OR Planned Unit Development (PUD)
**Unless active mining claim

Zoning Resolutions

R

***1 acre with connection public water, 1/2 acre with public water AND sewer

The 1984 Zoning Resolution renamed the
Agricultural Zone Districts to “Rural Residential”
at 2-acre minimum lots (unless connected to
central water and sewer) and “Rural Suburban”

In November of 2008, the County adopted
Resolution 2008-69 directing the Planning
Commission to revise the land use code to
reflect the recommendations of the Citizens’

D

A series of zoning resolutions in Chaffee
County’s planning history had a dramatic impact
on patterns of development, particularly in
the agricultural (later renamed “rural” zones).
The minimum lot sizes in these zone districts
gradually decreased with each resolution,
resulting in the current 2-acre lot size minimum
in all zones. Beginning with the 1979 Zoning
Resolution, which changed the minimum lot
size in the Agricultural Suburban and Recreation
Zones from 10 acres to 2 acres.

at 10-acre minimum lots. The Agricultural Zone,
renamed “Rural”, remained at 35-acre minimums.
The 1990 Zoning Resolution, which initiated
efforts to create the 2000 Comprehensive Plan,
decreased the minimum lot sizes in the Rural
Suburban Zone from 10 acres to 2 acres (or
1-acre with public water and ISDS, half an acre
with public sewer). This Resolution also shrunk
the minimum lot sizes in the Rural Residential
Zone from 10 acres to 2 acres. The Rural Zone,
which had remained at 35-acre minimum
lot sizes until 1990, changed to 5 acres for
agriculture and 2 acres for rural residential.
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CURRENT COUNTY ZONING

2016 Zoning
Resolution

2 acres*

Rural (RUR)

Recreation
(REC)

Rural
Commercial
(RCR)

Commercial
(COM)

Industrial
(IND)

2 acres*

2 acres*

No minimum**

No minimum**

No minimum**

*1 acre with public water, 1/2 acre with public water AND sewer

F

**With connection to a central sewer system

T

Zoning Resolution

Residential
(Res)

Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan

D

R

A

Roundtable and set the minimum lot size in
rural Chaffee at 5 acres. In 2014 the County
adopted the revised land use code setting the
maximum residential density in the rural areas
of the County at 1 unit for each 5 acres being
developed. It allowed for a variation in lot sizes
in a development down to 1 acre as long as the
average for the development was 1 unit for each
5 acres.

Finally, Resolution 2016-52 included a text
amendment to increase density in all zone
districts (except Commercial and Industrial which
have no minimum lot sizes) to 1 residence for
each 2 acres being developed, and retained
the allowed variation in lot size. The clustering
density incentive became irrelevant with the
2016 increase in rural density. Where they never
existed before, an increase in 2-acre subdivisions
on historically agricultural land created a more
dense residential landscape.

The decrease in minimum lot sizes in rural
zone districts caused a development pattern
of scattered small and large lots that impacted
the “rural feel” of the County. The public and
County leadership look to this plan for a way to
preserve open landscapes and agricultural land
while protecting private property rights and
remaining an open and welcoming community
that is attainable for people of all socio-economic
backgrounds.
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Envision Chaffee County is a community action
plan that charts the course for the future of
Chaffee County. It defines four vision statements
based on the widely adopted values of Chaffee
County residents. Such visions are stated as: our
forests, waters, and wildlife are healthy and in
balance with outdoor recreation; our community
members are able to live locally and benefit from
a resilient economy; our community remains
friendly, engaged, and culturally connected;
and we have sustainable agriculture, beautiful
rural landscapes, and development focused in
and around towns. Envision Chaffee County
identified many strategic initiatives to address
challenges, one of which was the update to the
Comprehensive Plan.

F

The Chaffee County Community Health
Assessment and Health Improvement Plan
provides a summary of the health and wellness
landscape of the County and a community-wide
action plan to address several top health
concerns derived from the assessment. The top
five concerns identified through the assessment
include: lack of affordable housing, availability of
providers, lack of assisted living, substance use
and mental health.

Envision Chaffee County 2019

T

Chaffee County Community Health Assessment
and Health Improvement Plan 2017-2021

D

R

A

The Community Health Improvement Plan
recommends pursuing three categories of health
as top priorities. First priority is children’s oral
health, and action items include public water
fluoridation, expanded access to oral health care
and education. Second priority is behavioral
health, where the assessment recommends
advancing policy approaches to improve social
and emotional health and preventing prescription
drug abuse. Third priority is senior services
with action items that include supporting and
promoting existing programs that support seniors
and identifying and filling gaps in senior services.
Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
The top five concerns identified in the
Health Assessment and Improvement Plan
are congruent with issues identified through
engagement for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Update, and are addressed through the Goals,
Strategies and Projects in this plan.
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Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Envision Chaffee County formed the basis
for developing the 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Update’s six-theme planning framework, which
formed the organizational method for most
of the plan. Community values heard in the
public process for Envision were congruent with
those heard in 2020, particularly in relation to
preserving open space and affordable housing.
Chaffee County Community Wildfire Protection
Plan 2020
The Chaffee County Community Wildfire
Protection Plan was developed in an effort to
harness community momentum and deliver
solutions that reduce wildfire risk. This forest

health action plan identifies risks posed by
severe wildfire and preventative measures to
be taken by the County and its residents to
decrease risk and improve forest health. Part of
the planning effort included a community survey,
which identified that Chaffee County residents
are not prepared for a major wildfire event.
The plan calls for prevention methods like fuel
treatment, and found that treating 5 to 10% of
the Chaffee County landscape may reduce the
risk that severe wildfire poses to community
assets by 50 to 70%.

MODAL PL ANS, PROGR AMS,

Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan

The plan incorporates existing and proposed trail
plans and maps from the three municipalities,
Buena Vista, Salida and Poncha Springs and
identifies trail opportunities within the county
that will connect communities and provide public
access to the trails on public lands.

SURVEYS, STUDIES AND IGAS
Chaffee County Trails Master Plan (2003)
Update 2014

F

T

The Chaffee County Trails Master Plan (CCTMP)
is a tool for the development of a county-wide
trail system. The plan supplements the municipal
Comprehensive Plans and assist agencies, groups
and individuals with objectives and maps to
guide future trail development in the county.

R

A

Fire resiliency planning played a critical role in
the development of this plan’s Goals, Strategies
and Action Steps. The Community Wildfire
Protection Plan provided methods to reduce
future hazards by eliminating future growth in
hazardous areas and pursuing prevention efforts,
projects and resources.

D

Chaffee County Clean Energy Plan

Clean Energy Chaffee (CEC) is a citizen group
dedicated to the advancement of clean energy
and energy conservation in the County. In March
2020, the group produced a Clean Energy Plan,
in which they recommend strategies for Chaffee
County to achieve net zero carbon emissions
by 2050. This plan should be used as a guiding
document regarding energy use in the County.

The goal of the plan is to create an
interconnected trail system in Chaffee County
by identifying missing links and connections,
identifying opportunities for new trails
and interpretation, protecting important
access routes, encouraging coordination
and cooperation in trail planning efforts and
incorporating existing plans into its plan.
Additional Modal Plans, Programs, Surveys,
Studies and IGAS
Over the years a variety of modal plans, studies,
programs, studies, surveys and IGAs have
developed within and among Chaffee County
municipalities, agencies and organizations.
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Implications for the 2020 Comprehensive Plan

T
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Chaffee County Multimodal Transportation
Master Plan

F

Examples of plans include the Salida Regional
Transportation Plan (2009), the Buena Vista M3P
Trail Plan, Highway and downtown Improvements
plans and Parks, Open-space and Trails plans.
Community programs have include Share the
Road and Safe Routes to School and surveys
and studies have been conducted pertaining to
wildlife, water, parking and traffic. Intergovernmental Agreements have also helped coordinate
land development and growth within and
between the three municipalities and other
public properties

D

R

The Chaffee County Comp Plan has incorporated
the growth trends and strategies of existing
plans and recommends to development the
Chaffee County Multimodal Transportation Plan
(CCMTP). This forthcoming document, to be
adopted by referenced in the 2020 Comp Plan,
will explore safety, mobility, economic vitality,
maintenance and strategic policies which are
addressed in the Transportation Theme in the
Chaffee County Comp Plan 2020.
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REGIONAL CONTEXT

these three highways towards the surrounding
mountains and across the Arkansas River do
much to establish the rural, scenic character of
the County.

F

Chaffee County is one of the most strikingly
beautiful areas in the United States Surrounded
by high mountain peaks, it is graced with alpine
rivers and streams, broad expanses of ranch
land and meadows, and landscapes that vary
from rolling pinon and juniper forests to rugged
wilderness. Located in the Upper Arkansas Valley
on the eastern slope of the continental divide,
land in Chaffee County ranges from about 6,900
feet to over 14,000 feet in elevation.

Over a billion years ago a long sequence
of immense uplifts interspersed by sea
sedimentation, volcanic action, and water and
wind erosion began in the region. In more
recent geologic time, huge glaciers chiseled the
Upper Arkansas Valley’s monumental Collegiate
Peaks. The dramatic white of Mt. Princeton’s
Chalk Cliffs comes from the kaolinite in granitic
material from hot springs leaching up from fault
lines.

T

GEOGRAPHY

Most of the County has slopes of over 10%
and over one third has slopes in excess of 25%.
The Valley soils are typically thin, rocky, and
somewhat alkaline. However, soils in a broad
band running along the west side of the Arkansas
River are generally suitable for development and
agricultural uses.

A

D

R

There are more 14,000-foot peaks here than in
any county in the united states. The Collegiate
Peaks are the most striking and prominent
physical feature in the County, providing a
breathtaking backdrop for the County and some
of the most important views from venues such
as Trout Creek Pass. Running north to south
Oxford, Harvard, Columbia, Yale and Princeton
grace the western viewshed of the Collegiate
Peaks Byway. These dramatic peaks are the core
of the Sawatch, the highest continuous mountain
range in North America.
The Arkansas River is the other primary
physical feature of the County, running roughly
through its midsection from Granite to Salida.
US Highways 285, 24 and 50, the three major
transportation corridors in the County, parallel
the Arkansas River as it runs north to south and
then west to east in the County. The views from

ENVIRONMENT & ECOLOGY
Ecosystems change with elevation, from
prairie grasses and cottonwoods along valley
watercourses to alpine tundra. Pinon-juniper
hills with yucca and cacti rise up to mountain
slopes blanketed successively by ponderosa pine,
Douglas fir, aspen, Colorado blue spruce, white
fir, lodgepole pine, Engelmann spruce, subalpine
fir, bristlecone pine and limber pine. Wildflowers
grace the spring and early summer landscape. In
the fall, aspen color blazes from yellow-gold to
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Highway 285 by Trout Creek Reservoir

flame orange.

R

• Collegiate Peaks Wilderness Area

D

Many people come to Chaffee County for
the alpine scenery, extensive public lands,
exceptional whitewater and the Collegiate Peaks.
As such the County celebrates prevalent natural
and ecological resources found in the Arkansas
Valley by promoting their conservation for
existing and future generations to enjoy.
Ecological assets of high value include:
• Arkansas River and its riparian area
• Wildlife habitat, including several species of
North American megafauna like elk, deer,
black bear and moose
• Lakes and reservoirs (Trout Creek)
• Browns Canyon National Monument

• Buffalo Peaks Wilderness Area
• Cottonwood Hot Springs
• Mt. Princeton Hot Springs

WILDLIFE
The Arkansas River and tributaries harbor prize
native wild brown trout. Alpine lakes, streams
and reservoirs are stocked with rainbow and
cutthroat trout reared in Chalk Creek and Mt.
Shavano state fish hatcheries. Elk, moose, mule
deer, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, mountain
lions, bobcats, coyotes, bears and beaver thrive
in the area. Large elk herds gather in the fall
and winter on the grasslands lining the County
roads near Buena Vista, Mt. Antero and Mt.
Princeton. Bald eagles, peregrine falcons, wild
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AMENITIES AND ACTIVIT Y
NODES

D

R
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F

Residents and visitors are drawn to Chaffee
because of its wealth of amenities associated
with outdoor activities. Hiking one of the fifteen
14,000 peaks, road and mountain cycling on
off-street paths and trails, whitewater rafting,
fly fishing, rock climbing, and Nordic and alpine
skiing are all popular activities located in Chaffee
County.

Retail, shopping and entertainment destinations
in Salida and Buena Vista also bring people to
the County. The two hot springs (Cottonwood
and Mt. Princeton) attract people from all over
the state. All of these destinations bring in
families and individuals from across the nation
and beyond who stay at local hotels, shop in
local stores and eat at cafes all of which make
tourism an important share of Chaffee’s current
and future economy.

T

turkeys, mountain bluebirds and hummingbirds
are also found in Chaffee County. Yellow-bellied
marmots, pikas and white-tailed ptarmigan live in
the alpine tundra.

Elk herd
Photo by Scott Peterson
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RIVER AND FLOODPLAIN

Over 80% of Chaffee’s landscape is federal land,
with the vast majority forested, posing high risk
of wildfire. Nearly half of the County’s population
resides outside of municipalities, many in the
WUI.
A 2019 survey found that 80% of residents
believe that a major wildfire is very or
extremely likely within the next five years in
Chaffee County, and that 58% of residents are
concerned about a fire near their residence.
Land management agencies are challenged to
keep pace with the need to effectively manage
our forests. Recognizing the urgency of the
issue, Chaffee County partners with them, as
well as local fire districts, homeowners and
the community to improve wildfire resilience,
water quality, and wildlife habitat. Chaffee
Common Ground funds projects through these
partnerships to improve forest health and reduce
wildfire danger to make the community safer and
help protect our forests for future generations.

A

F

The Arkansas River and its tributaries can pose
hazards to structures and property in the County
when these channels flow at their peak due to
warm temperatures and snowmelt. The River has
flows that range from 275 cubic feet per second
(CFS) in the winter to over 4,000 CFS during
spring runoff. Peak flows typically occur in June
or early July, presenting challenging conditions
not only for those who choose to recreate on the
rivers, but also to property adjacent to the rivers
in or near the flood hazard areas as provided
by flood insurance studies from the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

Forest Service Research document but was not
properly recognized as a major component for
federal land use and fire management until the
2000 National Fire Plan.

T

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

D

R

This comprehensive plan intends to continually
guide development away from flood hazard
areas, or where necessary, to mitigate impacts
by following federal, state and local regulations
regarding development in flood hazard areas.

FIRE AND WILDLAND URBAN
I NTE R FAC E ( W U I)
The Wildland Urban Interface is defined as the
fringe area where urban or residential areas meet
with undeveloped land or vegetation. Historically
in the Western US, considerable housing
development has occurred in the WUI, as it is
often the most desirable and valuable land with
scenic vistas, dense forests and privacy. The idea
of the WUI was formally introduced in a 1987
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The majority of the
groundwater within Chaffee
County is managed by the
Upper Arkansas Water
Conservancy District (UAWCD),
as it has been deemed tributary
to the Upper Arkansas River.
The UAWCD was founded in
1979 to protect and secure
water in the Upper Arkansas
Valley. The UAWCD now
spearheads basin-wide projects
which secure and augment
groundwater and to increase
the water supply available
to the valley. Part of the
District’s endeavor is to oversee
and augment water rights
throughout Chaffee County, as
all of the wells within Chaffee
County have been deemed
tributary to the Arkansas
River. The United States
Geological Survey completed
a study in 2003 to evaluate
characteristics of groundwater
in Chaffee County including
aquifer characteristics, aquifer
depletion, aquifer storage, and
nitrate/nitrite contamination.

T

G R O U N D WAT E R

The heatmap at right shows
areas with high well density,
and based on the hydrogeology,
the density may be more than
the aquifer can support with
groundwater withdrawals.
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Comp Plan Implications
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As mentioned in the Motivations
and Concerns in Part 1, the
availability and quality of
groundwater are major concerns.
The Arkansas River Basin is
overappropriated and we have
a compact with Kansas. There
is no such thing as a “free”
river as there is always a call
in place. Many uses of water,
such as wells or ponds, result
in out-of-priority depletions
to the system - water is lost
or consumed out of priority
and this can cause injury to
surface water rights, either here or

A

Figure 20 from the USGS report
shows areas of increased nitrate
+ nitrite contamination. The
EPA regulates nitrate and nitrite
with a maximum contaminant
level of 10 milligrams per liter
(mg/L), as these contaminants
are classified as an acute
health risk and can cause
methoglobinemia (“Blue Baby”
syndrome. Areas with higher
nitrate + nitrite concentrations
may be correlated to areas of
high densities of failing septic
systems or septic systems
installed in unsuitable soils.

Source:
Watts, K. R. (2005). Scientific Investigations Report 2005-5179: Hydrogeology and Quality of Ground Water in the Upper
Arkansas River Basin from Buena Vista to Salida, Colorado, 2000-2003. Retrieved January 6, 2020, from https://pubs.usgs.
gov/sir/2005/5179/pdf/SIR2005-5179.pdf.
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These state reports suggest that the time may
have come to consider — at the planning level
— incorporating measures to further protect
existing and potentially outdated OWTS in
the rural county. Implementing Transfer of
Title ordinance as per Regulation 43 (See Lake
2018 County On-Site Wastewater Treatment
Regulations for policy precedent). The early
stages of such a policy should be for information-gathering purposes only so as to build a
regional database of systems.

F

downstream. The state engineer has determined
that there is a nexus between surface and
ground water, so well pumping creates an impact
to surface water availability. Augmentation
replaces the depleted water so that surface
water rights are not injured. The availability of an
augmentation plan, both the water and the legal/
engineering, is a critical component to growth
in areas outside of the municipal service areas.
Even within the municipalities, municipal wells
need augmentation too.

At the appropriate time, the County may decide
to incorporate remediation measures that would
require a landowner to upgrade the system to
specifications required of new on-site treatment
systems.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Market Rate Housing: Housing units that are
designed and supplied at fair market rents or
sales prices within the real estate market.

Affordable Housing: For sale or for rent housing
units are considered affordable if individuals and
families spend no more than 30% of their income
on housing expenses.

Mobility: The capability of a person to move
across the landscape between destinations and
activities on all forms of transportation.
Resiliency: The capability of the County’s
systems, infrastructure, or its inhabitants to
maintain a quality of life through unforeseen
shocks and stresses, while positively adapting
and transforming towards a more sustainable
future.

A
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Area Median Income (AMI): The middle point of
an area’s income distribution for families. Half
of families in an area will earn more than the
median and half earn less than the median.

Mixed Use Development: A project or
development that incorporates more than one
unique land use on a parcel or development site.

T

The following definitions clarify the
Comprehensive Plan’s descriptions for commonly
used terms found in this plan.

D

R

Attainable Housing: A descriptive term referring
to housing that is supplied in amounts and
types that are attainable to all members of
the community. It refers to the composition
of housing supply rather than a housing type
intended for an individual or group. Generally,
attainability means housing costs do not exceed
30% of gross household income.
Connectivity: The physical characteristics of the
transportation system that promote a complete,
efficient network for all modes of transport.

HPAC: The Housing Policy Advisory Committee,
an organization of volunteers working to improve
the availability of housing in Chaffee County.
Infill Development: Development or
redevelopment of vacant or underutilized lands
that are generally in previously developed areas,
as opposed to agricultural areas.

Smart Growth: A way to develop a community
that encourages a mix of building and land
uses, diverse living and mobility options, infill
development, density where appropriate, and
high public interaction.
Sustainable Development: Strategic projects,
programs and policies that provide both short
and long-term solutions to benefit the people,
environment and economy of the Chaffee
community.
TAB: The Transportation Advisory Board consists
of volunteers who work to provide advice on
matters associated with transportation planning
and implementation of transportation services.
WUI: Wildland Urban Interface. The fringe
area where urban/residential areas meet with
undeveloped land and vegetation.
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A.1 | Density Incentives & Conservation
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Subdivision Standards
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Density Incentives:

THE COUNTY CAN DEVELOP A FRAMEWORK FOR
INCENTIVIZING THE RIGHT KIND OF GROWTH IN
THE RIGHT PLACE
What do We Want to See?

Connectivity, Mobility & Access

Density incentives or bonuses can be effective
tools to attract the kind of development projects
typically difficult to achieve due to financial
feasibility—particularly in supplying affordable
housing. Allowing developers to build more
units or square feet than otherwise allowed is a
useful way to get what the public desires out of
a development project. Examples of the bonuses
Chaffee County could consider offering include the
following, organized into the seven Plan Elements:

• Proximity to hubs of activity or transportation
network

T

• Transportation System Enhancements (e.g.
trails, pedestrian bridges)

F

• Bike rental stations and/or ride share
contributions
Resilient & Sustainable Environment

A

• Sustainable Development Certifications
• Net Zero buildings and incentives for
high-performing energy efficient buildings
• Project can Demonstrate Substantial Net
Fiscal Benefit

• Child Care and Other Public Facilities

Jobs & Economy

R

People & Community Services

D

County Character

• Incorporate Arts and Cultural Facilities and
Public Gathering Places into Project Design
• Arkansas River Planning Implementation or
river Facility Enhancements (e.g. trails or
access ramps)
• Open Space/Parks/Trails/Recreation Facilities
Affordable & Inclusive Housing
• Exceed Affordable Housing Mitigation
Requirements
• Design Smaller Housing Unit Sizes
• Offer Voluntary Resident Occupancy:
Programs that incentivize year-round
residency
• Exempt affordable housing in UGB above
code requirements from density limitations

• Job Creation and Attraction: Incentivize
development projects by offering bonuses for
creating above median income (target income
to be determined through community input)
(Targeting High-Wage Jobs)
Growth & Land Use
• Infill Development and Development in
Planned Growth Areas
• Development on Affordable/Workforce
Housing designated Opportunity Sites
Overall Incentives
• Implement Programs/Projects from Envision
Chaffee or other Strategic Planning Efforts
• Implement the Projects in this Comp Plan
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Conservation Subdivisions
D E S I G N S TA N D A R D S

Purpose: To create a very livable neighborhood,
interspersed with functional open space, to
improve the quality-of-life of the new residents.
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Foreground Meadow: Many roadside parcels
can be developed with an attractive side facing
the main public road, but with homes pulled
back from it to reduce negative effects of traffic
noise, etc. The park-like open space that is
thereby created can be planted with a variety
of deciduous and coniferous trees. This area
buffers homes from the busy road running along
the front of the property, and provides greater
backyard livability. It also presents the traditional
front facades to the public street, instead of
lining it with backyards or fences. In the below
sketch, the conventional approach is at the top;
the recommended approach is at the bottom.

T

Among the special features of any such new
neighborhood are the following fifteen design
concepts:
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Numerous Neighborhood Greens: Many
properties lend themselves very well to the
concept of creating separate but related
“outdoor rooms”, defined by central open space.
This special new neighborhood offers a variety
of greenspace ranging from a central green to
an informal ballfield. In the below example, the
author redesigned a conventional extension to
a small village by trimming lot sizes and creating
both a neighborhood green and an informal
playingfield with the acreage that was not
needed for houselots.
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